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ABSTRACT 

This research tests the descriptive validity of 

Ouchi's model of organizational control when it is applied 

to auditing firms. An analysis of Ouchi's model and other 

writings indicates that the selection- socialization type 

of control (or clan control or control by a strong 

organizational culture) would be expected to be used in 

auditing firms and that it would be evidenced by 

similarities in values perceived to be held by clan 

members. Empirical evidence is gathered from graduating 

students who are accounting majors and from professional 

staff in auditing firms using SYMLOG to measure perceived 

values. 

This evidence provides some support for the 

descriptive validity of Ouchi's model, but the evidence is 

mixed. The sets of perceived values found in staff of 

auditing firms do not appear to come from a single set, 

but the perceived values of each firm are different. 

Offers do appear to be made to individuals who have 

different sets of perceived values when compared to people 

who did not receive offers. No evidence was found to 

indicate that length of association within a firm results 

in more similar sets of perceived values being held by 

firm members. 
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SELECTION-SOCIALIZATION CONTROL IN AUDITING FIRMS: 

A TEST OF OUCHI'S MODEL OF CONTROL 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There have been a number of claims against 

auditors in recent years alleging audit failures. By 

"audit failure" claimants allege that the auditors either 

failed to detect or did detect but failed to report 

material omissions or misstatements [Palmrose, 1987]. The 

allegation of audit failure is such a serious charge that 

many procedures and guidelines have been established to 

try to ensure that audits meet minimum standards. These 

procedures and guidelines operate at both the firm and 

profession level. 

Relatively little empirical research has been 

undertaken to study the methods that can be used by any 

organization to ensure that quality control standards are 

achieved [Merchant and Simons, 1986]. More research is 

needed to develop theories about methods that any 

organization, including large auditing firms, can use to 

achieve control over their operations. Empirical research 

is also needed to test the proposed theories of control. 
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The purpose of the research described in this 

paper i~ to determine if empirical evidence can be found 

to support the descriptive validity of one model of 

control proposed in the literature. In a series of 

articles, Ouchi [1977, 1979, 1980] developed a model of 

control that was intended to provide a framework for 

analyzing any organization to predict which control method 

would be most effective. The present research applies 

Ouchi's model to auditing firms and argues that the 

control method that Ouchi calls selection- socializ~~Jon 

will be used by auditing firms. This assertion was tested 

by examining empirical evidence gathered from auditing 

firm employees and from prospective new recruits. The 

results provide some support for the descriptive accuracy 

of Ouchi's model, but these results are not conclusive. 

Ouchi states that selective hiring of new recruits 

and their subsequent socialization in the organization 

results in the development of a strong organizational 

culture (or clan). One of the distinctive features of a 

clan is that clan members exhibit similar behaviors that 

result from the adoption of similar values by the clan 

members. This research examines the perceived values held 

by professional staff in auditing firms and by graduating 

students who are accounting majors. 
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Control in organizations is a frequent topic in 

the management literature. In their "overview" of the 

control literature, Merchant and Simons [1986] list 97 

different articles and are generally critical of the type 

of research being undertaken. Flamholtz, Das, and Tsui 

[1985, p. 35] state that "the administrative science 

literature is replete with theoretical as well as 

empirical studies of organizational control." Merchant 

[1982, p. 43] states that "the management literature is 

filled with advice on how to achieve better controls." 

However, this extensive literature includes few studies 

that were designed to test hypotheses derived from the 

theories that have been proposed. This deficiency was 

noted by both Merchant and Simons [1986, p. 193] 

("Unfortunately, with a few exceptions, there has been 

little attempt to test hypotheses developed from existing 

control typologies") and Flamholtz, Das, and Tsui [1985, 

p. 35] ("There is no systematic body of propositions or 

testable hypotheses, nor even a synthesis of prior 

research results.") 

Control is generally considered to be an essential 

and basic function of management required in virtually 

every organization [Merchant and Simons, 1986]. This 

universal need for control is inevitable as "individuals 

are sometimes unable or unwilling to act in the 
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organization's best interest, and a set of controls must 

be implemented to guard against undesirable behavior and 

to encourage desirable actions" [Merchant, 1982, p. 43] 

either because of personal limitations such as lack of 

ability, training or bounded rationality, or because of a 

lack of goal congruence with the goals of the 

organization. 

Auditing exists because it improves the 

credibility of management's representations about the 

financial position of companies [Simunic and Stein, 1986]. 

Continued frequent allegations of audit failures 

[Palmrose, 1987] will damage the credibility that auditors 

have developed, and may lead to reduced demands for their 

services, increased government regulation, adverse 

publicity, and other negative consequences for the 

profession. 

Palmrose [1987, p. 90] documents the large number 

of cases of litigation alleging audit failures against 

large auditing firms in recent years, stating "Claims 

appear of suits against independent auditors in record 

numbers for record amounts, with such suits generating 

record settlements and judgments." The possibility of 

litigation has provided auditing firms with strong 

incentives to prevent "t ...... dit failure." The prevention of 



allegations of audit failures depends partly on ensuring 

that proper quality control standards are maintained. 
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The research described in this paper may be useful 

in several different ways. The main benefit should come 

from the empirical testing of Ouchi's control model. 

Theoretical models (such as Ouchi's) that have not been 

tested thoroughly may not be descriptively valid. 

Empirical testing of models of control is necessary to 

establish their descriptive validity and to develop better 

theories and models that may eventually result in improved 

control in organizations. By applying these models to 

auditing firms, a better understanding of control methods 

should result that may assist auditors to improve their 

quality control systems to reduce nonsampling error. 

Othe~ possible benefits that may result are a 

better understanding of the recruitment and socialization 

processes and the possibility of firms being able to 

increase commitment of their auditors to the firm [Jauch, 

Glueck and Osborn, 1978J. Increased commitment to the 

firm has been suggested to result in reduced staff 

turnover, improved staff morale, and reduced audit costs 

[Porter et al., 1974J. 

This dissertation is organized as follows. The 

second chapter develops the theory. Different models and 
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theories of organizational control are reviewed. Ouchi's 

model of organizational control is described, including 

the control method called selection-socialization (also 

called "clan control" or "control by a strong 

organizational culture"). "Organizational culture" is 

analyzed in detail. This analysis argues that values are 

one of the main distinguishing features of a strong 

organizational culture. The third chapter uses Ouchi's 

model to analyze auditing firms. A prediction that 

results is that selection-socialization type of control is 

expected to be used by auditing firms. Several hypotheses 

are developed to test this prediction. The fourth chapter 

describes the method used to measure values. The fifth 

chapter describes the administration of the test 

instrument to student and auditor subjects. Results of 

the tests of hypotheses are detailed in the sixth chapter. 

The last chapter outlines the conclusions and weaknesses 

of the present study and suggests areas for future 

research. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY 

In this chapter, the literature on organizational 

control is reviewed to select a model that can be used to 

analyze the control function in auditing firms. Several 

very general models and theories of organizational control 

are presented as frameworks that can be used as guides for 

more detailed models. One model, proposed by Ouchi, 

appears to be particularly useful for analyzing auditing 

firms and is presented in detail. One control method that 

Ouchi calls "clan control" is discussed at length, 

including one of the characteristics that appears to 

distinguish clans. This model is presented in detail for 

the purpose of using it to analyze auditing firms in 

Chapter Three. 

2.1 Models and theories of control 

In the very general definition used by Arrow 

[1964], control is defined to include all the measures 

used to ensure that the members of the organization are 

working to achieve the objectives of the organization. In 
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the auditing context, the "organization" refers to the 

auditing firm, which usually includes several levels of 

professional audit staff, with the partners being the most 

senior level. The" obj ecti ves" of the auditing firm are 

determined by the partners and are communicated to the 

staff at the other hierarchical levels. 

Arrow [1964] presented a general summary of many 

of the different aspects of control that may be considered 

in any discussion of control theories. Included were the 

division of control into operating rules that instruct 

people how to act and enforcement rules to persuade or 

compel people to follow the operating rules. Enforcement 

rules include both detection and punishment of deviations 

from the operating rules. 

Arrow also considers centralization versus 

decentralization, the role of the accounting system to 

detect deviations, incentive systems, interdependencies 

that organizations face, the role of prices as a 

controlling method, differing knowledge levels, and the 

role of uncertainty. Several of these problems anticipate 

the development of agency theory. Arrow's discussion is 

too general to develop a model that could be applied to 

organizations such as auditing firms but it does provide 

an indication of the many different variables that should 

be considered for any control system. Many of the 



variables mentioned by Arrow were considered in more 

detail by other researchers. 
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Flamholtz [1983] and Flamholtz, Das, and Tsui 

[1985] develop Arrow's comments on interdependencies into 

a framework to show that organizations can be considered 

on several levels. Their framework begins with the most 

general level, the environment of the organization (the 

societal context), proceeds through the organizational 

culture to the organization's structure, and finally to 

the most detailed level, the core control system (see 

Figure 1). 

The main classes of the environmental factors are 

very general, such as the dominant work values in the 

social setting, the level of professionalism, and the 

direct demands from clients and customers. 

The next level of this theoretical framework is 

the organizational culture. meaning the "broader values 

and normative patterns which guide worker behavior, 

practices and policies" [Flamholtz, Das, and Tsui, 1985, 

p. 45]. (Culture is discussed in more detail in section 

2.7 below.) 

The next level, proceeding from the most general 

to the most detailed, is the organization's structure. 

This aspect has been studied in various ways, from the 

very general, as in the statement of Otley and Berry, 



ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

CORE 
CONTROL 
SYSTEM 

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF AN 
ORGANIZATIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM 

(from Flamholtz [1983], p. 155) 
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[1980, p.232) that the "organization can itself be viewed 

as a control process," to a specific aspect such as the 

degree of centralization or decentralization an 

organization should have [Arrow, 1964). Other structural 

features that have been studied are functional 

specialization, degree of vertical or horizontal 

integration, and the span of control (see for example 

Flamholtz [1983). 

The most detailed level of control is the "core 

control system." Flamholtz, Das and Tsui, [1985) separate 

this level into six elements: (1) the planning element, 

including goal setting and establishing standards for each 

functional area, (2) the operational subsystem, including 

the behaviors exhibited by organization members during the 

production process, (3) the outcome element, including 

performance, work attitudes, and any other outcomes noted, 

(4) the measurement element, including the management 

information system and the employee appraisal system, (5) 

the feedback element, which includes the comparison of 

actual results to standards, and (6) the 

evaluation-reward element, which includes the design of 

intrinsically rewarding tasks and the administration of 

extrinsic rewards, based on the evaluation of actual 

performance. 
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This framework is useful for the same purpose as 

Arrow's [1964] discussion. It serves as a guide to many 

of the variables that must be considered for any control 

system. However, it does not provide sufficient detail 

to provide a predictive model that is required for present 

purposes. 

Otley and Berry [1980] ignore Arrow's [1964] 

concern for the role of uncertainty and develop a model 

that requires four conditions necessary for control to be 

achieved. These necessary conditions are (1) an objective 

or goal being sought for the system being controlled, (2) 

a means of measuring results along the dimensions defined 

by the objective, (3) a predictive model of the system 

being controlled, and (4) a choice of relevant alternative 

actions available to the controller. This model may be 

useful in situations that do not have any uncertainty, but 

is not suitable for many situations such as auditing. 

Auditing is characterized by uncertainty in many areas 

such as the doubts that exist about the existence of 

material errors or omissions in financial statements and 

the amount of evidence that is needed to provide assurance 

about these possible errors or omissions [Waller and 

Felix, 1984]. With substantial uncertainties, it is not 

possible to specify in sufficient detail the conditions 

that are necessary for the use of this control method. 



These include the means of measuring results and the 

choice of relevant alternative actions available. 

Situations that do not appear to include 

uncertainty were also considered by Dunbar [1981]. In 

Dunbar's model, "fixed" rules are established that 

determine what can occur, and routines and procedures 

specify how "everything" gets done. The rules dominate 

all other influential sources and must be changed as the 

situation changes. The goals that are achieved are the 

ones that are implicit in the rules, routines and 

procedures. 
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A different approach, based on expectancy theory, 

was used by Kerr and Slocum [1981] to model how the 

actions (performance) of people in organizations are 

affected by ability and motivation. Performance is 

controlled by the organization in several ways such as (1) 

the formal organizational role occupied by the person, 

including authority, obligations, and the rules to be 

followed, (2) the effects of hierarchical superiors on 

factors such as goal setting, feedback and the 

administration of rewards and punishments, and (3) other 

factors such as the degree of professionalism and informal 

work groups. These factors were considered in more detail 

by Ouchi. 
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2.2 Ouchi's organizational types 

The model that appears to be most useful for 

auditing firms was developed by Ouchi in a series of 

articles that were based on case studies of organizations 

[Ouchi and Maguire, 1975; Ouchi and Johnson, 1978; and 

Ouchi, 1977, 1979, 1980]. This model helps explain how 

the "Organizational Structure" level of the Flamholtz' 

[1983] framework is used to achieve control. Ouchi 

classified organizations into three different types that 

he called markets, bureaucracies, and clans. Each 

organizational type achieves control by different methods. 

Organizations that are of the "pure" market type 

achieve control by measuring contributions precisely and 

by pricing these contributions accordingly. Prices convey 

all the information necessary for efficient 

decision-making by representing the exact value of the 

goods or services received from each individual. 

However, it is usually not practicable to measure 

the value of the services received from any individual 

because the contribution of individuals is often 

unobservable. Some method other than price must normally 

be used to co-ordinate individuals. 

The inability of organizations to establish a 

perfect market form has led to bureaucratic structures. 

Management establishes rules of behavior and enforces them 
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through close observation. These rules are established to 

specify work processes and outputs that are desired by the 

organization. The rules normally operate by establishing 

a standard against which observed behaviors and outputs 

can be compared. 

According to Ouchi, bureaucratic rules are 

intended as a substitute for prices. ouchi states that 

prices are more efficient than rules in controlling 

transactions as no additional supervision is required. 

However, since the conditions necessary for perfect prices 

can rarely be met inside any firm, bureaucratic rules must 

be used as a substitute. (Ouchi [1980] later includes a 

transaction cost analysis to help explain why firms exist 

and develop many operating rules. following the work of 

Williamson [1975].) 

Efficient use of bureaucratic rules depends on the 

ability to specify the work processes and outputs desired 

by the organization. In situations where these cannot be 

specified to an acceptable degree, some other mechanism 

may need to be used, such as a "clan" [Ouchi, 1979]. 

A clan achieves control by processes that are much 

more subtle than markets or bureaucracies. A clan 

achieves control through formal or informal work groups. 

If a group has a reasonably stable membership, the 

individuals will establish fairly close relationships with 
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each other. These close relationships will result in 

shared beliefs and attitudes among the group members and 

similar behavior patterns. Such a group that exhibits 

similar behaviors and cognitions is called a clan by 

Ouchi. If the clan members begin to accept the 

organization's objectives as legitimate, Ouchi argues that 

less reliance on other more obvious bureaucratic 

mechanisms will be necessary. 

These three organizational types (markets, 

bureaucracies, and clans) are the "ideals" that are never 

perfectly achieved in anyone organization. Aspects of 

several of these three types are usually present in any 

organization (such as auditing firms) at the same time. 

For example, auditing firms may be using a price form of 

control (when they internally accumulate time charges 

against clients using different "charge out" rates that 

vary with the level of staff) and use bureaucratic forms 

of control (such as time budgets and preprinted audit 

check lists) in addition to "clan" forms of control (such 

as centralized training sessions that emphasize the firm's 

"unique" methods). 

Ouchi [1979] developed this analysis from the case 

study of just two departments in one organization. Even 

these two departments each used more than one type of 

control method. Several different control methods may be 
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used together in various combinations that may depend on 

the relative strength of the ability to measure outputs 

and knowledge of the transformation process (see Figure 3) 

in the specific situation. (This question of the use of 

different control methods by audi~ing firms in different 

degrees is considered in Chapter Three and is tested by 

Hypothesis 5.) 

Ouchi compared the three organizational types 

along two dimensions, the social requirements and the 

informational requirements, and found that each 

organizational type has different and increasing 

requirements for each of these dimensions. Markets have 

the least requirements and clans the greatest (see Figure 

2) . 

Markets require the least amount of agreement as 

to how relations between members should be conducted, a 

norm of reciprocity only. Reciprocity implies that people 

will deal with each other in good faith but that any 

breach of this good faith will result in no further trust 

in the guilty party by any market participant. In a 

market, any breach of good faith can effectively result in 

expulsion from the market. 

Bureaucracies require a norm of reciprocity plus 

the acceptance of the legitimate authority that 

accompanies the person occupying each bureaucratic 



INFORMATIONAL Prices· 
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Traditions 
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-------Norm of reciprocity-------
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FIGURE 2: SOCIAL AND INFORMATIONAL PREREQUISITES OF 
CONTROL (from OUchi [1979, p. 838]) 
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position. Reciprocity in a bureaucracy means that each 

person agrees to accept a salary in return for agreeing to 

be supervised by bureaucratic superiors. This supervision 

is possible only if every person acknowledges that each 

bureaucratic office automatically endows the office holder 

with certain powers and authority. 

Clans require the greatest amount of social 

agreement: a norm of reciprocity plus the concept of 

legitimate authority plus shared values and beliefs. 

Ouchi states that in a clan, legitimate authority is 

usually based on a much less formal set of guidelines such 

as traditions rather than written rules. The requirement 

for clan members to agree that certain values and beliefs 

are "proper" and to be committed to the clan results in 

the clan form being the most difficult to achieve, 

requiring a long time period for successful traditions to 

develop. 

The informational requirements of each of these 

three types also increase from markets to bureaucracies to 

clans. Perfect markets require only that participants 

know prices. Bureaucracies require that members know the 

rules that govern the individuals in the hierarchy. These 

rules are much more extensive than knowledge about prices. 

Clans require that members know and act on the traditions 

of the clan that resulted in the present set of values and 
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beliefs that are commonly held by clan members. These 

traditions are much more subtle than a set of bureaucratic 

rules and are much more difficult to learn. 

2.3 Ouchi~s model of organizational control 

Ouchi used his analysis of these three 

organizational types to develop a model that assumes that 

management can try to ensure that employees are working 

towards the objectives of the organization through only 

three general approaches. These general approaches 

consider different factors on which rules or expectations 

can be placed: (1) actions and behaviors, (2) outputs 

that result from these actions, and (3) people, by 

developing a commitment to the objectives of the 

organization. These are very similar to the categories 

used by Merchant [1982] (control of specific actions, 

control of results, and control of personnel). 

Ouchi developed an analysis or simple model of 

control that is intended to suggest which control method 

will be most effective under the various ideal 

circumstances (illustrated in Figure 3). This model 

follows an earlier model proposed by Thompson [1967, p. 

134] . 
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FIGURE 3: SCHEMATIC ANALYSIS OF CONTROL SYSTEMS-
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Ouchi's model proposes that two factors determine 

which control method will be most effective, the ability 

to measure the output and the knowledge of the procedures 

and processes used to achieve the output. By ability to 

measure the output, Ouchi means "it is feasible to 

measure, with reasonable precision, the performance that 

is desired" [Ouchi, 1979, p. 843] and "a reliable and 

valid measure of the desired outputs must be available" 

[Ouchi, 1977, p. 97]. The output that is desired must be 

known, be capable of being specified in some detail, and 

have a standard against which actual output can be 

compared. By "measure," Ouchi presumably means "the 

assigning of numbers to observations in such a way that 

the numbers are amenable to analysis by manipulation or 

operation according to certain rules" [Siegel, 1956, p. 

21]. This requirement is very stringent and may not be 

met in many organizations such as auditing firms. 

By knowledge of procedures and processes, Ouchi 

states that the organization must possess at least 

agreement, if not true knowledge, about means-end 

relationships. The process through which inputs are 

transformed into outputs "must be felt to be known" 

[Ouchi, 1977, p. 97]. This requirement is also very 

stringent. It is very difficult to specify with complete 

certainty precisely which actions will result in which 
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outputs. This problem is especially true in situations 

where the output is not a physical product (such as 

auditing) where it is very difficult to determine the 

precise characteristics of the output. Without specific 

output characteristics, changing actions may not result in 

output that is obviously different, so the effect of the 

actions may not be observable. 

As indicated in Figure 3, division of these two 

factors into high and low levels results in four different 

situations. (1) With both perfect knowledge of the 

transformation process and high availability of output 

measures, then both behavior and output controls will be 

effective. In such situations, the organization will have 

a choice. These situations would occur in bureaucracies 

and markets. (2) With perfect knowledge of the 

transformation process but low ability to measure outputs, 

then behavior control is predicted to be more effective 

than output control. The corresponding organizational 

type is the pure bureaucracy. (3) With imperfect 

knowledge of the transformation process and high ability 

to measure outputs, then output control is predicted to be 

more effective than behavior control. The corresponding 

organizational type is the pure market form. (4) With 

both imperfect knowledge of the transformation process and 

low ability to measure outputs, neither output nor 
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behavior control is predicted to be very effective. This 

situation is the most difficult to control. Some other 

type of control will be needed to provide assurance that 

organization members are working towards the achievement 

of the goals of the organization. Ouchi states that 

control in this situation is best achieved by a "clan." 

Ouchi's model is appealing in that it does appear 

to provide a framework that could be used in any 

consideration of control methods that are used by 

organizations. A basic question underlying any 

consideration of control is the reason why different 

organizations use different control methods. Ouchi 

provides a two-dimensional model that is intended to 

answer this question. However, the model does not provide 

any indication how the dimensions should be measured, what 

effects other variables may have on the model, or how to 

differentiate the varying degree of the use of several 

control methods simultaneously. These questions must be 

considered in any empirical test of Ouchi's model. 

In the next section, a more detailed review of 

clan control is undertaken. A better understanding of 

what Ouchi means by clan control is necessary to be able 

to test his theory. 
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2.4 Clan control 

Clan control (selection-socialization type of 

control or control by a strong culture) refers to the 

tendency of members of a group to become more similar and 

to behave in predictable ways. These similarities result 

in better control in that no unexpected actions should 

occur. 

Wilkins and Ouchi [1983] specify three 

preconditions that are necessary before a distinct culture 

will develop in a group. The first requirement is a long 

history and stable membership that will permit the 

knowledge of the group's history to be known and accepted 

by the members. The second condition is the absence of 

institutional alternatives that would otherwise encourage 

divided loyalties among the group members. The third 

requirement is that there must be interaction among the 

group members to permit them to develop common 

interpretations of events. 

The literature mentions several different factors 

that cause a culture to develop after these preconditions 

have been met. Most of these factors are derived from 

basic assumptions about human behavior and needs. 

Schein [1985, p. 224] and Weiss [1977] mention 

several causes of organizational culture which are 
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generally derived from expectancy or the older 

stimulus-response theories. Members of a group will tend 

to repeat behaviors that they expect will be positively 

rewarded and will tend not to repeat behaviors that they 

expect will be negatively rewarded. These rewards could 

come in the form of approval or disapproval from the other 

group members or from the formal reward system of the 

organization. 

Ball-Rokeach, Rokeach, and Grube [1984, p. 24] 

mention another innate need--the need for individuals to 

conform to the expectations that society has for its 

members. These expectations are of two kinds: that 

individuals should aspire to achieve end states that are 

valued by society and that individuals should exhibit 

behaviors that are socially acceptable. These demands 

would operate at several different levels: society- wide, 

community, family, and organizational. 

Organizational culture is also thought to have a 

very simple cause: group members will tend to repeat 

those actions that proved to be successful in the past 

[Schwartz and Davis, 1981, p. 35]. These repeated 

behaviors would eventually form patterns that are called 

culture. What is not dizcussed is the concept of 

"success" that the group members have. Their idea of 
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"success" may not be the same as the formal objectives of 

the organization. 

Several authors mention another innate need--the 

need to belong to a group [Norris and Niebuhr, 1983, p. 

50; Hollander, 1972]. Hollander [1972, p. 364] separates 

this need into two parts, the need for social approval and 

the need for the specific activities of the group. When 

newcomers enter a group, they will notice differences 

between their cognitions and behaviors compared to those 

of the group. These differences will cause tension 

between the newcomers and the current members. If the 

newcomers feel a need to belong to the group, they will 

attempt to reduce this tension as quickly as possible by 

changing their behaviors. Changes in their cognitive 

patterns would take longer, but would probably follow. 

When both the newcomers' behaviors and cognitions 

conformed to those of the group, they would be fully 

committed to the culture of the group [Hvinden, 1984, p. 

189]. 

This need to belong is related to another tendency 

that helps organizational culture to develop-- the 

tendency to choose some person as a role model and to 

model one's behavior based on the behavior of that person 

[Schein, 1985, p. 225; Weiss, 1977, p. 90]. This innate 

tendency may also be related to a very simple explanation, 
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that of length of association. The longer people are in 

relatively close association, the more likely that they 

will act and think alike [Wilkins, 1983, p. 86; Van Maanen 

and Barley, 1984, p. 293; Louis, 1983, p. 47]. 

Another possible cause mentioned is selective 

recruitment, with recruiters consciously or unconsciously 

seeking employees with attributes that are similar to 

their own [Schein, 1985, p. 225; Louis, 1983, p. 47]. 

Since the new recruits will have similarities with the 

existing staff, the group will tend to become more 

similar. 

A different explanation is provided by Jones 

[1983, p. 455] using transaction costs. The transaction 

cost approach to organizational analysis states that the 

form that an organization will develop depends on the cost 

of undertaking transactions between members [Williamson, 

1981; Hvinden, 1984; Ouchi, 1980]. Jones states that part 

of the transaction process that should be included in the 

cost analysis is the relationship between the individuals 

involved. These relationships should tend to develop in 

similar patterns in any given organization as individuals 

are attempting to minimize costs under similar 

circumstances. These similar patterns will form the 

culture of the organization. 
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Formation of a "clan" or a strong organizational 

culture results in the clan members adopting similar 

attitudes, values, and beliefs. These similarities tend 

to result in agreement among the group members about many 

items that affect the group, including the objectives of 

the group. This agreement will normally result in the 

group members working towards the accomplishment of the 

group's objectives, which will tend to reduce the need for 

other forms of control that would otherwise be needed to 

prevent behaviors that may be harmful to the 

accomplishments of these objectives [Ouchi: 1979, p. 844]. 

Other researchers have not fully accepted Ouchi's 

model but have developed variations of it. These 

variations are intended to try to make it more complete 

and more applicable to different situations. 

2.5 Related theories of control 

A general criticism of management control 

"philosophy" was made by Hofstede [1978] that supports the 

general approach used by Ouchi. Hofstede based his 

criticism on the almost exclusive reliance on "cybernetic" 

assumptions in most theories of organizational control 

(such as the model proposed by Otley and Berry [1980] 

discussed above). "Cybernetic" means a process that uses 



negative feedback to identify performance that did not 

meet goals. This feedback is used to correct the 

deviations. 
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The assumptions underlying the cybernetic models 

are (1) there is a standard to be met, corresponding to 

effective and efficient accomplishment of the 

organization's objectives, (2) actual accomplishment can 

be measured, and (3) when standard and measurement are 

compared and variance information is fed back, this 

information can be used to intervene in the process to 

eliminate unwanted differences between the measurement and 

the standard for the next round [Hofstede, 1978, p. 451]. 

Hofstede's criticism of the cybernetic model is 

based on two general problems. First, not all of the 

three assumptions are justified in many organizations: 

standards may not exist, accomplishment may not be 

measurable, or the feedback information may not be usable. 

Second, the model is suited only for routine operations as 

it ignores the effects of interpersonal processes that 

occur in virtually every group. Hofstede recommends that 

any general model of control include types of control that 

are not cybernetic, such as the control exercised by 

groups or political decisions. 
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Ouchi's model appears to satisfy Hofstede's 

requirements. Both output controls and behavior controls 

are cybernetic but clan control is not. Clan control 

would include Hofstede's group control and is very similar 

to Merchant's "control of personnel" that includes 

"establishing cohesive work groups with shared goals" 

[Merchant, 1982, p. 46]. 

Rockness and Shields [1984] modified Ouchi's model 

by adding control by budgetary restraints to Ouchi's clan 

control (called "social control") to form "input 

controls." An empirical test was conducted by Rockness 

and Shields with research and development organizations in 

an attempt to correlate the type of organizational 

controls used with output measurability and task 

complexity. Mixed results were found that provided 

limited support for their model. However, Rockness and 

Shields note difficulties in selecting and measuring 

variables that should be included. 

Peterson [1984] expanded the control methods into 

six, three of which are basically identical to Ouchi's 

model: behavior controls, output controls, and 

selection-socialization. The three added by Peterson are 

input controls, supervision, and environmental controls. 

An empirical study was undertaken to determine the extent 
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of use of each of these control types in several 

elementary school districts. Peterson found that both the 

social status of the school and the size of the district 

affect the patterns of the controls used. 

Baliga and Jaeger [1984] also modify Ouchi's model 

by combining output and behavior controls into one 

"bureaucratic control." Ouchi's clan control is 

generalized for international organizations and is called 

"cultural control." The model developed was designed to 

predict which control type would be used under different 

levels of organizational interdependence, environmental 

uncertainty, and "cultural proximity" (for foreign 

subsidiary companies). 

In summary, these other control models and 

theories do not appear to differ substantially from 

Ouchi's model or to add significantly to it. Ouchi's 

model has the benefit of being simple while still 

incorporating the key features of the other models. 

Following the criterion of parsimony [Pfeffer, 1982], 

Ouchi's model would be preferred over the others. 

Perhaps the most important conclusions that can be 

reached from these other studies are based on the mixed 

results of the two empirical studies that attempted to 

determine the descriptive validity of control models 

(Rockness and Shields, [1984J and Peterson [1984J). Both 
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of these studies found mixed results, possibly indicating 

missing variables such as differing environmental and 

contextual factors. Rockness and Shields [1984] also 

emphasize the difficulty in selecting and measuring 

variables that are by nature "soft" and not subject to 

rigorous definition and measurement. This problem of 

"soft" data is also a factor in the present study. 

Among the difficulties encountered in using 

Ouchi's model is the development of a full understanding 

of what Ouchi means by clan and how and why they develop. 

2.6 Development of clans 

Ouchi states that clans develop with or without 

overt assistance from the organization. Informal 

development of clans can occur whenever the preconditions 

necessary for their formation are met (as discussed in 

Section 2.4 above). Organizations formally or informally 

encourage the development of clans through several types 

of actions. Ouchi mentions both selection of new recruits 

and socialization of existing and new members as two 

methods of fostering clan development [Ouchi, 1979]. 

Selection processes occur in at least two ways. 

Self-selection may be undertaken by the applicants 

themselves. Hiring of only certain types of individuals 
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from among those who apply for positions in the 

organization also results in selective recruiting. 

Applicants for positions in any organization will 

not be perfectly representative of the entire population. 

Some similarities will be found in the group of 

applicants. For example, applicants may be people with 

certain skills, education, age, or who happen to be 

geographically near. This self-selection will be more 

noticeable if the organization advertises for certain 

types of applicants or if the organization or its industry 

has a reputation for attracting certain types of people 
I 

(an example would be police forces [Fry and Berkes, 

1983]). Organizations and industries that are reputed to 

attract only certain types of people will receive more 

applicants from people who believe they are of the correct 

type. There will be a tendency for applicants to 

self-select by certain types or personalities. 

Selection processes will promote the development 

of clans if every new recruit shares some similarities 

with existing staff. This will never happen perfectly, so 

organizations will choose the applicants that they believe 

are most similar to the existing staff and will "fit in" 

most easily. 
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Selective hiring occurs during the recruitment 

stage. Recruiters have guidelines for evaluating 

applicants or at least have an informal conception of the 

type of person they are seeking. These guidelines or 

conceptions lead to the hiring of only those who are 

perceived to have the required attributes. Individuals 

considered as being suitable for the organization would 

have a greater tendency to exhibit the attributes that the 

interviewers believe are the ones sought by the 

organization. 

As soon as a person has been hired, he or she will 

interact with current employees. The process of "fitting 

in" involves learning the group norms and conforming to 

them. "Norm" has been defined as the pattern of behaviors 

that set the standards of conduct for a role [Fredenburgh, 

1973, p. 355], the informal rules governing group behavior 

[Seiler, 1967, p. 104], and the standards that are shared 

by members of the group [Gibson, Ivancevich & Donnelly, 

1976, p. 158]. An important part of the concept of norm 

is that it requires not only conformance but also 

acceptance by group members. Schandl [1978, p. 85] 

stresses the importance of internalizing norms by stating 

that norms "become part of a person's schemata, his 

pattern of cognition." 
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The adoption of the norms of the group is not 

optional. A new group member has only four choices: (1) 

accept the norms or at least act as if the norms have been 

accepted, (2) attempt to alter the norms, (3) withdraw 

from the group, or (4) try to deviate from the group 

[Fredenburgh, 1973, p. 355]. People will usually conform 

if they want to remain part of the group or if they begin 

to believe that the norm actually specifies the correct 

way of behaving [Wilson, 1978, p. 33]. Eventually the 

norms of a well established group will result in people 

who behave in similar ways and begin to share certain 

values [Leavitt, 1958, p. 114]. 

Ouchi [1979] and Fry and Berkes [1983] refer to 

this process as socialization--the process of 

internalizing attitudes, values, and beliefs that leads to 

the adoption of "appropriate" occupational and/or 

organizational behaviors. This process results in people 

who are "certified" as to both their "integrity and purity 

of values" [Ouchi, 1979, p. 837]. 

The longer a person remains with a group, the more 

the person will tend to accept and internalize the group 

norms. The organization will formally or informally 

encourage this behavior by promoting those people who are 

perceived to exhibit the "right" attributes, including 
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behaviors, values, and attitudes. Employees will respond 

to this promotion policy (even if informal) by adopting 

those attributes that they believe will be rewarded by 

promotion. They will use as role models those people who 

were promoted for indications of desirable attributes. 

This process will result in similarities among senior 

staff members for two reasons--they adopted those 

attributes to increase their chance of being promoted and 

subsequently continued them to conform with the new group. 

Each more senior level in the firm requires an additional 

promotion, so the effect of this process should result in 

people occupying the higher organizational levels 

exhibiting an increasing similarity of the "right" 

attributes. This process would be expected to result in 

clan members who have been with the clan for the longest 

time exhibiting the most similarities in the attributes 

that are the most important for the clan. However, 

attributes that are not so important to the clan would not 

necessarily be affected. 

Socialization is essential if employees want to be 

successful in an organization. Organizations such as 

auditing firms have been found to promote only those 

employees who are perceived to have the attributes that 

are believed to be "right" for the organization [Rhode, 
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Sorensen and Lawler, 1976; Maher, Ramanathan and Peterson, 

1979; Seiler and Bartlett, 1982]. If organizations do 

make promotion decisions based on certain perceived 

attributes as part of the promotion criteria, the result 

should be that employees who have been promoted will 

exhibit certain attributes to a greater degree than 

employees who have never been promoted. If this process 

is repeated several times for successive promotions, 

employees at higher organizational levels should tend to 

share similar attributes to an increasing degree. 

Ouchi [1979] calls the resulting group of 

organization members that share similar attributes a 

"clan" and later [Wilkins and Ouchi, 1983] states that by 

clan he means that the "culture" of the organization is 

widely shared by the organization's members and has 

particular properties that can be described. 

For control purposes, the development of a strong 

organizational culture can have positive effects. If 

management can be sure that the group's culture encourages 

group members to act in a consistent manner, then this 

consistency can be relied on to prevent deviant or 

unforeseen actions, thus reducing their need to rely on 

other forms of control. It is doubtful that any culture 

can be strong enough to control all behavior perfectly, so 

this reliance can never be complete. 
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To date no studies appear to have been undertaken 

that examine the personnel policies of auditing firms in 

sufficient scope that would permit the detailed analysis 

of the question of whether clans would be expected to 

develop in auditing firms. Several studies have been made 

on various aspects of auditing firm personnel policies, 

such as performance evaluations (Jiambalvo [1979, 1982]; 

Jiambalvo, Watson, and Baumler, [1983]; Kaplan and 

Reckers, [1985]), employee performance (Maher, Ramanathan, 

and Peterson, [1979]), leadership behavior on audit teams 

(Weiss, [1977]; Pratt and Jiamba1vo, [1981, 1982], 

employee turnover (Istvan and Wollman, [1976]; Bullen and 

Flamholtz, [1985]), and use of psychological assessment in 

staff recruiting (Ellyson and Shaw, [1970]). 

2.7 Distinguishing features of clans 

Analyzing auditing firms with Ouchi's model of 

organizational control results in the prediction that 

clans should be found in auditing firms (see Chapter 

Three). To test the validity of this prediction requires 

a detailed understanding of what Ouchi means by 

"clan"--what are the key distinguishing features that 

characterize a clan form. 
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Ouchi appears to use the terms "clan," 

"organizational culture," and "selection-socialization" to 

mean almost the same concept. The various articles 

discussing this concept indicate that a clan is 

distinguished by a common set of values perceived to be 

held by clan members. 

Wilkins and Ouchi state that by "culture" they 

mean "shared social understandings" [1983, p. 472] and 

that by shared social understandings they "have in mind 

the sharing of general assumptions and values" [1983, p. 

471]. Ouchi [1979] uses the term "clan" in connection 

with both behaviors ("trying to achieve the "right" 

objectives" [po 837]) and values ("value training" and 

"purity of values" [po 837]). Ouchi [1980, p. 138] uses 

the phrase "common values and beliefs." Wilkins and Ouchi 

[1983, p. 471] use the phrases "sharing general 

assumptions and values" and "general objectives, methods, 

and values." 

By "clan," Ouchi means a group whose members 

appear to be similar. The most obvious similarities would 

be in observable aspects such as dress, mannerisms, and 

actions. However, these observable similarities would in 

turn be caused by more fundamental common aspects shared 

by the group members, such as their basic assumptions, 
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values, and perspectives [Dyer, 1986]. These very basic 

beliefs and attitudes result in similarities in the 

behaviors of the group members. These similarities in 

values and behaviors create a bond among the group members 

that is called a strong organizational culture. In a 

clan, each person would actually believe, or at least 

would act as if he believes that a certain set of values 

is important. 

Ouchi indicates that the main determinant of a 

strong culture (or "clan") is its set of values that 

produces the similar behaviors. He appears to use the 

term "values" in a fairly general sense, to mean a sense 

of what ought to be or beliefs about ideal modes of 

behavior or end states of existence [Sathe, 1983, 1985; 

Schein, 1985; Dyer, 1986]. To use the term "clan" for 

auditing firms means that auditors would generally agree 

about what values they believe are important. Ouchi does 

not provide any indication of what values would be 

affected: values in general or values that may affect the 

work more specifically. 

Auditors have been studied for personality 

profiles (discussed in Chapter Four) but there do not 

appear to have been any studies published that examine 

what values auditors believe are important or if auditors 
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believe in a common set of similar values. One study did 

ask students (both accounting majors and nonaccounting 

majors) to rank the values they believe are important 

(Baker [1976]). Baker found that several values were 

ranked higher by accounting maj ors but 'that the results 

were inconclusive whether accounting majors have value 

systems that are different from those held by 

nonaccounting majors. The present study will contribute 

to knowledge about auditors on this dimension. 

Several potential problems may result from 

selecting values as the one key distinguishing feature of 

clans. In spite of Ouchi's apparent emphasis on values as 

the one key distinguishing feature, it is possible that 

other variables such as behaviors, attitudes, 

personalities, dress, etc. may also contribute to the 

creation of a clan. Reliance on values only may not 

reveal the best set of variables that distinguish a clan. 

Many auditors do appear to exhibit many similarities that 

makes the clan concept intuitively appealing. However, it 

is very difficult to try to isolate just one aspect or 

underlying cause of this impression of similarity. Ouchi 

may be oversimplifying a fairly complicated situation. 

Another possible problem is that "values" is a 

difficult concept to define or measure. The data produced 



are "soft" and may not be replicable in different 

settings. This problem is considered further in Chapter 

Four. 

2.8 Summary 
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In this chapter, some of the literature on 

organizational control was reviewed and a model selected 

that appears to be suitable for describing the control 

problems found in auditing firms. Ouchi's model was 

described in detail, including the variables that indicate 

which control method is expected to be the most effective 

in any situation (knowledge of the transformation process 

and ability to measure outputs). One of Ouchi's control 

methods, called "clan control" was analyzed to find how 

clans are established and continued (both selection and 

socialization appear to be important features) and to find 

a feature that can be used to distinguish a clan. The set 

of values held by the clan members appears to be a key 

distinguishing feature. 

These analyses lead to the development of several 

testable hypotheses in Chapter Three. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESES 

In this chapter, Ouchi's model is used to analyze 

auditing firms to predict which control method will be 

effective for them. Several research hypotheses are 

developed to test these predictions. To use Ouchi's model 

requires that both the measurability of output and extent 

of knowledge of the processes used to produce the output 

be considered. 

3.1 Analysis of auditing 

Auditing has several purposes, one of which is to 

increase the credibility of information produced by 

management. This purpose is accomplished by the formation 

and expression of a professional opinion on an entity's 

financial statements that have been prepared by 

management. This professional opinion is intended to add 

credibility to management's representations as expressed 

in the financial statements. This credibility signal 

produced by auditors has value only as long as the 
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reputation of auditors in general and that specific 

auditor is held in high regard by the public. Any 

instance of financial statements being discovered to be in 

error or misleading when accompanied by an audit opinion 

will result in a loss of reputation for the signing 

auditor and for auditors in general. Since reputation is 

of critical importance to auditors, many quality control 

techniques and procedures are used by audit firms to 

ensure that their audit opinions are appropriate for the 

financial statements under audit. 

Thus one of the outputs for auditing is the 

appending of the appropriate opinion to the financial 

statements being examined. Four situations can result, 

two of which are desired and two of which are not. The 

desired situations are the issuance of an unqualified 

opinion for financial statements that present fairly the 

financial position of the company, or a qualified or 

adverse opinion for financial statements that contain 

material misstatements or omissions. The outcomes that 

are not desired are an unqualified opinion for financial 

statements that do contain material misstatements or 

omissions, and a qualified or adverse opinion for 

financial statements that are in fact presented fairly. 

Failure to detect and reveal material omissions or 

misleading financial statements is called an "audit 
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failure" by Palmrose [1988, p. 56]. The second type of 

outcome that is not desired is a qualified or adverse 

opinion on financial statements that are actually 

presented fairly. This situation also represents an 

outcome that auditors want to avoid and so should also be 

considered an "audit failure." 

These four situations are illustrated in Figure 4. 

If the auditor could determine the actual state 

with certainty, the appropriate opinion would always be 

issued. However, the actual state is not completely 

observable by the auditor. A professional judgment is 

required, based on the evidence gathered during the audit. 

Normally it is only with the passage of time that the true 

state is revealed (if ever). 

An audit opinion is formed by gathering evidence 

that will (hopefully) indicate if the financial statements 

reflect the actual position of the company. Since the 

auditor whose name appears on the audit report is not the 

same person who performs all the audit procedures, this 

signing auditor must supervise and control the audit staff 

to ensure they conduct the audit investigation properly. 

Audit evidence is accumulated by conducting tests 

of the underlying accounting records and procedures. Many 

different audit tests are available, of which only a 
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limited number will be used on anyone audit. The 

selection of the audit tests to be used determines (in 

part) the evidence that will be accumulated and used for 

the formulation of the audit opinion. The signing auditor 

must assure himself or herself that appropriate tests were 

selected for that particular audit. Audit tests will not 

result in reliable evidence if they were not performed 

properly and diligently by the audit staff or if they were 

not evaluated properly. 

Proper performance of audit tests requires that 

the audit staff are properly trained, understand the 

tests, and perform them conscientiously. The risk to the 

signing auditor is that he or she may not be able to 

detect tests that were not performed properly, either 

because of misunderstandings, deliberate actions, or other 

possible problems. Several methods may be used to try to 

compensate for this type of nonsampling error, such as 

requiring several different tests for basically the same 

audit purpose (a strategy of redundant tests). 

Spicer and Ballew [1983, p. 85] note the 

importance of selecting the "right" staff in situations 

where bureaucratic forms of control will not be effective 

when they state that 
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... in situations in which it is difficult to 
specify relatively complete performance 
programs on an ex ante basis due to 
environmental uncertainty or the complexity of 
internal interdependencies, the potential gains 
from consummate as opposed to perfunctory 
cooperation and the potential costs of 
opportunistic behavior give greater importance 
to selection mechanisms. 

This possibility of "shirking" resulting from 

employees' aversion to effort and risk when there is 

incomplete monitoring of employees' output, ability, 

effort, or the task environment was also noted by Maher, 

Ramanathan, and Peterson [1979, p. 579]: 

This may be a particular problem when 
employees, or other agents, perform nonroutine 
activities, as it is difficult to know in these 
cases whether agents failed to exploit some 
alternative. 

Based on these arguments, it is difficult to 

determine if the output (audit opinion) for any audit in 

fact is of the appropriate form until some time later (if 

ever). It is also difficult, if not impossible, to 

specify ex ante the audit procedures, resources, staffing, 

and time (the "transformation process" in Ouchi's terms) 

that are needed on any audit. Using Ouchi's model 

summarized in Figure 3, auditing is characterized by 

output that is not easily measurable and by a 

transformation process that is not specified perfectly. 
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In these situations, Ouchi's model indicates that neither 

output nor behavior controls will be very effective. 

Selection-socialization is predicted to be an 

effective control method for auditing firms. However, as 

previously noted, Ouchi does not state that 

selection-socialization will be the only control method 

used as the different methods are not mutually exclusive. 

Auditing firms use several control methods at the same 

time. Price is considered as each level of auditor is 

charged to the audit work-in-process at a different rate. 

Bureaucratic forms are used in that preprinted audit 

guides and forms are used. However, use of 

selection-socialization may not be so obvious. 

By indicating that selection-socialization will be 

an effective control method, evidence of its use should be 

observable. If evidence of clans is not found in auditing 

firms, the descriptive validity of Ouchi's model would not 

be supported. 

As argued in Chapter Two, a key distinguishing 

feature of clans appears to be the set of values that is 

perceived to be held by members of the clan. Section 2.7 

indicates that there may be other features that help to 

distinguish a clan but Ouchi appears to emphasize values. 

Evidence of clans in auditing firms is sought by measuring 
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the values perceived to be held by clan members. Problems 

associated with the measuring of values are discussed in 

more detail in Chapter Four. 

3.2 Development of testable research hypotheses 

The discussion presented in Section 3.1 argues 

that auditing is characterized by low availability of 

output measures and low knowledge of the transformation 

process (using Ouchi's terms). Ouchi's model indicates 

that selection-socialization or clan control will be an 

effective control method for auditing firms. Further 

detailed examination of Ouchi's writings led to the 

conclusion that a common set of perceived values is a key 

distinguishing feature of clans. The purpose of this 

research is to test the validity of these conclusions by 

examining empirical evidence. 

Two different approaches are used to study these 

conclusions, a direct approach and an indirect approach. 

The direct approach (Hypothesis One) tests the proposition 

that clans do exist in auditing firms and are evidenced by 

auditors in a firm having a common set of perceived 

values. Both convergent validity within each firm 

included in the study and divergent validity between the 

different firms are considered in the direct approach. 



The indirect approach (Hypotheses Two, Three and Four) 

attempts to find evidence of clans through the two 

processes that result in clan formation (selection and 

socialization) and tests whether evidence of these 

processes can be found in auditing firms. 
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A possible weakness of this approach is that even 

if clans are found in auditing firms, it may not be a 

significant finding as clans may exist in any organization 

to some extent. To compensate for this possibly 

confounding problem, two strategies are used. The first 

is to use a high level of significance (1%) for all tests. 

The degree to which values are similar may indicate the 

strength of a clan, so a 1% significance level should 

indicate that any clans found are fairly strong. The 

second is to test for relative differences in clan 

strengths in the different firms that are predicted from 

theories derived from other research found in the auditing 

literature (Hypothesis Five). 

3.2.1 Development of Hypothesis One 

Chapter Two discusses the conditions that will 

contribute to the formation of a clan in an organization 

and concludes that a key distinguishing feature of a clan 

is a common set of values that appears to be held by clan 



members. Section 3.1 argues that clans will be found in 

auditing firms. 
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To express this proposition as a testable 

hypothesis requires a closer examination of its 

implications. If a clan form is evidenced by a common set 

of perceived values as Ouchi indicates, then the strength 

of a clan should be observable in the similarity of the 

set of values held by the clan members. A very strong 

clan would be evidenced by a single set of values held by 

all clan members (although this degree of similarity may 

be impossible to achieve for any group). A weaker clan 

would be evidenced by greater variability of the values 

held by clan members. Ouchi does not indicate which 

values would contribute to clan formation. The set of 

values used in this study is discussed in Chapter Four. 

The degree to which the values perceived to be 

held by members of a clan can be measured. If the members 

of a very strong clan are partitioned into several groups, 

each group so formed should have a common set of perceived 

values. The characteristics of the samples of perceived 

values drawn from the different groups should vary only as 

much as would be expected by sampling variation. If 

different samples drawn from the different groups differ 

significantly more than would be expected from normal 
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sampling variation, then the statistical conclusion would 

be that the samples were not drawn from a single 

population. If this conclusion is reached, several 

explanations are possible: the population formed by the 

clan members could not be composed of a single strong clan 

as a clan is defined to have a common set of perceived 

values among all clan members; the values may not have 

been measured accurately; or values may not be the 

critical distinguishing feature of a clan. 

To test this proposition fairly rigorously 

requires that the test be designed to provide the best 

chance of showing that the proposition is not correct. If 

the proposition survives such a test, the evidence will 

support its validity. One suitable test is to draw the 

samples from sub-groups that are as diverse as possible to 

maximize within-group similarities and between-group 

differences. This test will provide the best chance of 

rejecting the hypothesis. One natural grouping of members 

of an auditing firm that should maximize these 

similarities and differences would be by the hierarchical 

position level of the staff members. Auditing firms have 

a very clear hierarchical structure, with partners at the 

top, then managers, then audit seniors, and finally audit 

juniors. Each level has fairly well-defined 

responsibilities and duties. Using the position level as 



the partition strategy should result in a strong test of 

the proposition. 
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Even if this test provides evidence that the staff 

within an auditing firm are perceived to have similar 

values, it will not necessarily demonstrate the existence 

of a clan. It may only demonstrate that the firm is 

characterized by professionals who are perceived to have 

similar sets of values. A more complete test of Ouchi's 

model requires that the staff in each firm be shown to be 

different from the staff in other firms. Ouchi's model 

appears to indicate that firm differentiation is a 

necessary condition to distinguish a clan as each 

organization will have a unique combination of what it 

considers to be its transformation process and output. 

This unique combination should result in a different 

combination of control methods being used. This unique 

combination of control methods, together with the 

different firm histories should result in a different set 

of traditions from which the clan will have developed. 

The clans should be differp.nt in each firm and so should 

be evidenced by different values in each firm. 

Together these propositions are expressed as 

Hypotheses la and lb. Hypothesis la predicts the 

similarities expected within each firm. Hypothesis lb 

predicts the differences expected between firms. 
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HYPOTHESIS la: Members of an auditing firm at 
each hierarchical position level are perceived 
to have sets of values that are not 
significantly different from the sets of values 
held by members of the firm at other position 
levels. 

HYPOTHESIS Ib: Members of different auditing 
firms are perceived to have sets of values that 
are significantly different from the sets of 
values perceived to be held by members of other 
auditing firms. 

To test these hypotheses, measures of perceived 

values must be obtained. Problems associated with 

measuring perceived values are discussed in Chapter Four. 

To test Hypothesis la, the scores (the numbers that result 

from the measurement process adopted) for each firm will 

be used to calculate the probability that they come from 

a single population. To test Hypothesis 1b, the scores 

for the different firms will be compared to calculate the 

probability that they come a single population. 

For the predictions that result from Ouchi's model 

to be supported, the empirical evidence would not reject 

these hypotheses. 

An uncertainty that may be encountered in testing 

Hypothesis 1a is the timing of the start of clans in 

auditing firms. Wilkins and Ouchi [1983] specify three 

conditions necessary for clans to develop (discussed in 

Section 2.4 above), one of which is a stable membership. 

Auditing firms have been found to experience high turnover 
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rates in that 60 to 80% of all persons hired leave in the 

first five years of employment [Bullen and Flamholtz, 

1985; Istvan and Wollman, 1976]. This high turnover rate 

may indicate that clans may not develop fully until after 

staff have been employed for several years. To test for 

this possibility, supplementary tests for Hypothesis 1a 

will also be performed using subjects who have been with 

the firm for several years (Seniors, Managers, and 

Partners) and excluding subjects who have been with the 

firm for a relatively short time (Juniors). 

3.2.2 Development of Hypotheses Two and Three 

Hypotheses Two and Three are also intended to test 

the prediction that clans are found in auditing firms. 

They use an indirect approach and attempt to find evidence 

of clan development in the selection element, in the 

hiring of new recruits. Hypothesis Four is intended to 

test the second process, socialization of staff members. 

Section 2.6 argues that selection processes result 

in the hiring of new recruits who are not typical of all 

possible candidates. Firms will hire only those 

applicants that they believe will "fit in" with the other 

members of the firm. Two separate processes affect this 

selective hiring process: self-selection by potential 
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candidates and the deliberate choice by firms of only a 

certain type of applicant. 

Self-selection occurs as possible candidates make 

decisions about what career they want to pursue. Auditing 

firms normally recruit university graduates, especially 

accounting majors. Self-selection may have occurred at 

several decision points before the auditing firms receive 

job applications, such as the decision by students to 

pursue university-level education or not, the decision of 

what college to enter, and the choice of major. A fi.nal 

self-selection occurs when accounting majors approaching 

graduation must decide what career they would like to 

follow and with which companies they will interview. Each 

of these decision points will tend to separate students by 

certain criteria. Only certain types of students will 

continue through each decision point to the time when they 

must decide that they want to become auditors. 

Ouchi states that perceived values are a key 

differentiating attribute for clans (Section 2.7 above). 

Together, these arguments indicate that students who 

intend to become auditors will tend to exhibit values that 

are different from students who do not intend to become 

auditors. 

Together these arguments lead to the second 
hypothesis. 
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HYPOTHESIS 2: Graduating students who are 
accounting majors who intend to become auditors 
are perceived to have values that are 
significantly different from those students who 
do not intend to become auditors. 

To test this hypothesis, graduating students who 
" 

are accounting majors will be asked if they intend to 

become auditors. The sets of values perceived in the two 

groups (those who intend to become auditors and those who 

do not) will be compared. For the prediction resulting 

from Ouchi's model to be supported, this hypothesis should 

not be rejected. If this hypothesis is rejected, no 

differences in the sets of perceived values will have been 

found. Other possible explanations will be checked by 

considering the group demographics. 

Selection processes also occur during recruiting 

and hiring. Interviewers from auditing firms select 

certain applicants they have interviewed to visit firm 

offices. At the firm offices the applicants talk to 

several different firm members who each evaluates the 

student. Each of the firm members considers, among other 

attributes, whether the applicant will "fit in" with the 

firm. Only certain of the applicants will receive a job 

offer from the firm. Ouchi argues that one of the 

criteria that is considered in making job offers (even if 

the criteria are not made explicit) is the match of the 
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values attributed to the applicant with the values that 

are believed to be important to the firm. Together, these 

arguments indicate that applicants who receive offers from 

auditing firms will tend to exhibit values that are 

different from applicants who do not receive offers. 

These arguments lead to Hypothesis 3. 

HYPOTHESIS 3: Graduating students who are 
accounting majors who receive job offers from 
public accounting firms have values that are 
perceived to be significantly different from 
those who interviewed with public accounting 
firms but did not receive job offers. 

To test this hypothesis, graduating students who 

have interviewed with auditing firms will be grouped by 

whether they received job offers or not. The sets of 

perceived values of the two groups thus formed will be 

compared. If no significant differences are found between 

the two groups, the hypothesis will be rejected. Other 

possible explanations will be checked by comparing age, 

sex, and GPA. 

For the prediction resulting from Ouchi's model to 

be supported, this hypothesis should not be rejected. 

3.2.3 Development of Hypothesis Four 

Hypothesis Four tests the proposition that the 

second of the two processes that contributes to clan 
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formation is the socialization that occurs after a new 

recruit enters a clan. Socialization includes many 

different processes, some of \'1hich are fairly obvious and 

some of which are more subtle. Some will take effect over 

time, others may have fairly quick results (such as formal 

training programs). Hypothesis Four is intended to study 

the results of socialization over time and from the 

promotion policies. 

Promotion decisions in any organization are based 

on many different criteria. Ouchi's model indicates that 

one of the criteria that is used is the evaluation of the 

values attributed to the firm members to determine if they 

"fit in" with the values deemed to be important to the 

organization. In addition to these formal promotion 

decisions are many other processes (discussed in Section 

2.6) that occur throughout a person's membership in a 

clan. These many different socialization processes should 

have effects that depend on the length of time they have 

to operate: the longer the time available, the stronger 

their effects. These various processes should be more 

obvious the higher the hierarchical position level, as 

position level is highly correlated with tenure in the 

firm. 

If these arguments are correct, the values 

perceived to be held by firm members become more similar 
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as time passes and as they are promoted into higher 

position levels. This increasing similarity should be 

evidenced by a decreasing variability of the values 

perceived to be held by members at higher firm levels 

(Juniors, to Seniors, to Managers, to Partners). 

Hypothesis Four states this assumed relationship. 

HYPOTHESIS 4: People occupying similar 
position levels in an auditing firm (Juniors, 
Seniors, Managers, and Partners) are perceived 
to have sets of values that exhibit decreasing 
variability the higher the position level. 

To test this hypothesis, variances of the 

perceived values of staff at each position level will be 

compared. If no systematic decrease in the variances is 

noted from Juniors to Seniors to Managers to Partners, the 

hypothesis will be rejected. For the predictions 

resulting from Ouchi's model to be supported, the 

hypothesis should not be rejected. 

3.2.4 Development of Hypothesis Five 

The first four hypotheses are intended to test for 

evidence of the existence of clans in auditing firms. 

However, as discussed in Section 3.2 above, the 

significance of the findin~s will be enhanced by finding 

differences in the relativo strength of clans found in 

different firms as predicted from other auditing research. 
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Hypothesis Five is intended to test the relative strength 

of clans. 

No research studies were found that measured the 

values perceived to be held by auditors, so it is 

difficult to estimate how a "typical" auditor would score 

that would provide a standard against which scores could 

be compared. The only generalizations would be based on 

the stereotype of auditors that has developed over the 

years. For example, Maslow [1965, p. 214] called 

accountants "obsessional, number bound, interested in 

small details, tradition bound, and mistrusting of self." 

From this description (assuming that this stereotype is 

based on at least the slightest amount of historical 

accuracy), auditors would be expected to score much higher 

for group-centered values than for self-centered values 

and fairly high for conforming values rather than for 

nonconforming values. However, such expectations are 

mostly speculation as the validity of this description may 

be questionable. The tests proposed for this study will 

provide a pr0fi1e of accounting students and auditors. 

The scores of auditors might also be expected to 

vary according to their firm. Two studies [Cushing and 

Loebbecke, 1986; and Kinney, 1986] have noted that 

auditing firms can be differentiated according to the 
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amount of "structure" present in their audit approaches. 

Some firms use highly structured audit technology, using 

more formalized decision-making processes such as 

statistical sampling, preprinted audit guides and internal 

control questionnaire forms, and formalized scoring rules 

for integrating audit test results, while other firms 

appear to emphasize the individual auditor's professional 

judgment and the importance of adapting the audit approach 

to the individual client. 

This difference in firm approach should affect the 

control methods used by the auditing firms. Firms using 

the more structured approach would be described by Ouchi's 

model as attempting to standardize the transformation 

process by specifying the audit procedures to be performed 

for every audit. They may also be attempting to establish 

more formal output control methods as the results for the 

various evidence- gathering steps are more standardized 

and can be evaluated more easily. Firms using a less 

structured audit approach have not attempted to specify in 

such detail the transformation process and so will have 

working papers that are less standardized and would be 

more difficult to evaluate on a formalized basis. In 

Ouchi's terms, the structured audit firms would have 

attempted to move away from the lower right hand quadrant 
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of the model by their attempts to specify the audit 

procedures and outputs more rigidly. Ouchi's model would 

indicate that they should be relying relatively more on 

output and behavior controls and relatively less on clan 

control. The opposite would be expected for less 

structured firms. The unstructured firms would be 

expected to use clan control more extensively than the 

structured firms. The clans found in unstructured firms 

would be expected to be stronger and these stronger clans 

should be evidenced by less variability in the perceived 

values found in clan members. 

This prediction is formalized as Hypothesis Five. 

HYPOTHESIS 5: Auditing firms using a less 
structured audit approach have sets 
of perceived values that have less variability 
than firms using a more structured audit 
approach. 

To test this hypothesis, scores will be grouped by 

firm. Firms will be classified according to Kinney's 

[1986] classification by the amount of structure used in 

their audit approach. To reject this hypothesis, the 

average sets of values of firms that use more audit 

structure must be shown to have less variability than 

firms that use less audit structure. To support the 

predictions resulting from Ouchi's model, the hypothesis 

would not be rejected. 
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3.3 Summary 

In this chapter five hypotheses were developed to 

test the descriptive validity of Ouchi's model. It must 

be noted that these hypotheses are designed to test the 

descriptive validity of Ouchi's model in terms of whether 

clans (or selection-socialization form of control) do 

exist in auditing firms. They are not designed to test 

the assumption underlying Ouchi's model that clan control 

will be the best form of control to be used under certain 

conditions or even that the clan form of control will be 

the dominant form of control used by auditing firms. The 

assumption made in the present research is that a full 

test of Ouchi's model requires, as a first step, that the 

descriptive validity of the model should be established by 

applying the model to various types of organizations such 

as auditing firms. If the model does appear to be 

descriptively valid, then further research should be 

undertaken to test other assumptions and assertions made 

by the model. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EMPIRICAL MEASUREMENT OF VALUES 

4.1 Introduction 

Testing of the hypotheses requires the measurement 

of "values" perceived to be held by people. The term 

"values" is more a general concept rather than a variable 

that can be defined rigorously. "Values" has been defined 

in terms of not what "is," but what "ought" to be [Sathe, 

1983, 1985; Schein, 1985]. A more detailed definition was 

provided by Ball-Rokeach, Rokeach and Grube [1984, p. 27] 

as "shared prescriptive or proscriptive beliefs about 

ideal modes of behavior or end states of existence." 

"Values" is not a concept that can be measured directly. 

The concept of values does not refer to a tangible item 

but to beliefs held by people. To understand what people 

mean by values requires either asking subjects directly 

what they mean by the term or attempting to infer what 

they mean by asking indirect questions. "Values" also 

appears to be not a single concept but a combination of 
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several items that are separately called "values." To 

talk of values in general is not very meaningful. A much 

more useful approach is to indicate which values are being 

included in the measurement. However, Ouchi does not 

indicate precisely what he means by values or which 

individual values are included in the set of values that 

would be important to the members of a clan. 

Lacking any guidelines from Ouchi's theory as to 

which values should be considered in analyzing a clan, 

some other approach must be used. One possible approach 

is to determine which values are important to the group 

under consideration: auditors. However, a review of the 

literature did not disclose any studies that examine which 

values are considered to be important to either auditors 

or auditing in general that would provide useful 

guidelines in the present research. 

Another possible approach to find which values are 

important to auditors in general would be to sample a few 

auditors and use the values considered to be important to 

them. A possible disadvantage of this approach is that 

the results may not be generalizable to auditors in 

general if the sample is not fully representative of all 

auditors. 

Jesuino [1988] used a research approach useful for 

a study involving a single clan. Jesuino asked clan 

members to describe the values they believe should be 
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held by an "ideal" clan member and used this description 

as a standard against which subjects were compared. 

However, this approach may not be useful in situations 

that involve several different clans as each clan would be 

different. 

The approach adopted in this research is to assume 

a very general definition of "values" and to use a 

research method that has been subject to extensive testing 

in other studies. Several research studies have been 

published that used different methods of measuring values 

and involved a large number of subjects. A possible 

disadvantage of this approach is that there may be only 

one or two "key" values that distinguish a clan, but the 

approach adopted treats all values included as being 

equally important. 

To "measure" values (using Siegel's [1956, p. 21] 

definition of the term measure to mean "the assigning of 

numbers to observations in such a way that the numbers are 

amenable to analysis by manipulation or operation 

according to certain rules") is to attempt to measure a 

concept that cannot be defined rigorously. Several 

approaches can be used that will not result in a rigorous 

measurement but will reflect a reasonable attempt to 

assign a number to a "soft" variable. To increase the 

reliability of these measurements, more than one 
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measurement should be used so an average is obtained that 

should be more stable. Another consideration is to use 

measurement methods that subjects have the ability to 

handle cognitively. For example it would be meaningless 

to ask subjects to estimate an absolute amount of a value, 

but it is possible for subjects to provide comparative 

frequencies or occurrences. However, this approach results 

in measurements that are ordinal in nature rather than 

interval. This problem is considered in more detail in 

Section 4.3. 

One possible approach for the measurement of 

values is to ask subjects for self-assessments of what 

values they believe they have. This approach has certain 

difficulties, including the tendency for subjects to 

provide answers they believe are socially acceptable 

rather than responding with what they actually believe. 

Another potential problem is that replies may be different 

upon retesting, depending on feelings, emotions, or other 

factors on the day the test was taken [Cook and Campbell, 

1979]. Self-reports also rely on introspection that may 

not be reliable. Another approach is to ask people to 

consider the values that they believe other people have. 

This approach should avoid the potential problem of 

providing answers that are socially acceptable rather than 
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accurate but would be restricted to situations where 

raters know the subjects fairly well. Another potential 

problem that may occur with this approach is that the 

raters may project their own values onto the person being 

rated. If this problem occurs, the scores obtained would 

reflect the values of the raters rather than the values of 

the subjects being rated [Selltiz, Wrightsman, and Cook, 

1976]. A potential problem with either approach is to 

ensure that the questions used are actually measuring 

values and not some other variable such as personality or 

friendship. 

To overcome these potential measurement 

reliability problems, Cook and Campbell [1979] suggest 

several possible strategies, such as using a questionnaire 

that has already been subjected to extensive testing and 

has been found to be reliable, using group averages rather 

than data for individuals, and using multiple data sources 

such as several raters rather than just one. 

Two general approaches have been used in studies 

cited in the literature to study different attributes 

(including values) of individuals and groups. Some 

studies apply a test instrument that has been used before, 

other studies develop a test instrument for the one study. 

Custom designed test instruments have the advantage of 

being most clearly applicable to the group and variable 
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being studied, but must undergo substantial testing to 

ensure they have test-retest reliability (their results 

must be consistent when measuring the same individuals 

several times) and actually measure the variable intended. 

Previously designed and tested instruments usually avoid 

these reliability problems. 

A general problem with any such approach is that 

the data produced tends to be ordinal rather than interval 

in nature. Ordinal data merely states that there is some 

difference between the classes (represented by numbers) 

used. The distances between the classes may not be the 

same as the distances between the numbers used, or may not 

even be known. This occurs if questions are included that 

ask a respondent to state if something is more or less, or 

more or less frequent. If the distances between the 

numbers used are known, an interval scale has been 

achieved [Siegel, 1956]. An interval scale is much 

preferred over an ordinal scale in that virtually any 

mathematical operation is permissible with an interval 

scale but not with an ordinal scale. With an ordinal 

scale, even arithmetic means are not permissible. This 

problem is considered further in Section 4.3. Many 

different methods have been used to study the various 

attributes held by members of groups (including 

accountants). Accountants have been studied using the 
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Rokeach Survey of Values [Baker, 1976], California 

Psychological Inventory [DeCoster and Rhode, 1971 and 

Harris, 1972], Strong Vocational Interest Blank [Rhode, 

Sorensen and Lawler, 1976], and Holland's Self-Directed 

Search [Aranya and Wheeler, 1986]. Other groups 

(including accountants) have been studied using 

questionnaires that were designed or adapted specifically 

for the group [Seiler and Bartlett, 1982; Ellyson and 

Shaw, 1970; Aranya, Lachman and Amernic, 1982; Ashworth, 

1968] . 

At least two very general instruments have been 

developed to measure values that have been used a large 

number of times. Hofstede [1980] used his questionnaire 

more than 116,000 times to study differences in values in 

different cultures in 50 different countries. Bales 

[Bales and Cohen, 1979] developed his System for the 

Multiple Level Observation of Groups (SYMLOG) to rate 

values held by people in small groups. The SYMLOG 

instrument has been used more than 10,000 times, most 

frequently in the United States but recently in several 

other countries [Polley, 1987]. For the research 

described in this paper, a method is needed to measure 

values where the term "values" is used in a fairly general 

sense, as no guidance was found to restrict the 

measurement to any specific values. Since values have been 
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studied several times in the past, an existing test 

instrument should be available. The instrument should 

have been tested for reliability of the data produced. 

The instrument should be usable to ask raters to assess 

values they believe others have, rather than just ask for 

self-assessments. The instrument should be capable of 

producing interval data rather than ordinal. If several 

instruments meet the above criteria, then, following the 

criterion of parsimony [Pfeffer, 1982, p. 39], the one 

that is simplest should be used. 

4.2 SYMLCG 

The method selected to measure values for this 

study is "SYMLOG," as described by Bales and Cohen [1979], 

Polley [1983 and 1987], and Bales [1985]. This method has 

been subjected to sUbstantial empirical testing, usually 

in business organizations, and is capable of producing 

measurements of the values that raters attribute to other 

persons [Bales, 1985]. SYMLOG has the advantage that it 

already has been used to study the effects of 

socialization in at least one study [Jesuino, 1988]. 

In the Jesuino study, SYMLOG was used in 

conjunction with the Rokeach Survey of Values and 

specialized questionnaires to study the socialization of 

new cadets in the Portuguese Naval Academy. The method 
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used by Jesuino was to measure values perceived in the 

cadets at three points in time: (1) before they were 

admitted, (2) after their entry, and (3) after their first 

year. These perceived value measures were compared to two 

other measures, the perceived values that would be held by 

an "ideal" cadet as provided by a group of naval academy 

officers and the impressions of the set of values that 

were thought to be important to the naval academy as 

provided by the cadets. Jesuino compared the different 

sets of measures at the three points of time and concluded 

that SYMLOG was a suitable method of studying 

socialization as it "can accurately assess responses of 

newcomers at different levels and stages of their 

inclusion in the organization" [po 12]. SYMLOG meets most 

of the considerations desired in the test instrument. The 

method recommended for SYMLOG includes ask~.~g several 

raters to rate each subject. With this method, average 

measures can be used that are more stable than single 

scores obtained from just one rater. The measures 

produced by SYMLOG can be tested to determine if they can 

be considered as interval data (discussed further below). 

The SYMLOG method is the simplest of all the methods cited 

above, requiring only one page of questions. Most of the 

other methods include at least three or four pages and 

numerous questions. This simplicity may have a 
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disadvantage in that each question becomes more important 

as it may not be possible to include several questions 

that involve the same concept to check for consistent 

responses. The theory used in the development of SYMLOG 

appears to be well founded. The development of SYMLOG was 

based on the historical work of several researchers who 

analyzed behaviors (such as Wish), emotion (Mehrabian) , 

feelings (Wundt), concepts (Osgood), social attitudes and 

ideology (Eysenck), and leadership (Couch) [Bales, 1985]. 

The Couch study of leadership asked subjects to describe 

acts that would be typical of good leadership and used 

factor analysis to conclude that three sets of behaviors 

could be used to summarize leadership. These three sets 

of behaviors were also found by Couch and Bales working 

with "an unusually large number of rating adjectives meant 

to be comprehensive" [Bales, 1985, p. 4]. Factor analysis 

was used to separate the many possible types of behaviors 

and values into just six different types. These six 

different types were summarized into three groups using 

three different "dimensions." The two extremes of each of 

the three different dimensions each represent a different 

behavior or value type. This method summarizes the six 

different behavior and value types into three measures or 

points along each of the three dimensions. Two separate 

sets of 
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dimensions were developed, one for behaviors only and one 

for values. SYMLOG models these three dimensions as a 

three dimensional Euclidean space. To provide a 

description of a person's general set of values is to 

indicate a specific point in the three dimensional space 

that represents the relative importance of each group of 

values. The three groups of values are: (1) desire for 

material success and power (called dimension U for Upward 

in SYMLOG to describe the direction of the three 

dimensional model) and its opposite, ascetic self-denial 

(called D for Downward direction), (2) group-centered 

(called P for Positive) as opposed to self-centered values 

(called N for Negative), and (3) conforming values 

(called F for Forward) as opposed to nonconforming (called 

B for Backward) [Bales and Cohen, 1979, as amended by 

Polley, 1987]. 

When used to study groups, the specific SYMLOG 

scores are not considered to be as important as the 

differences between the scores for the different group 

members. A group that has a small range of scores would 

be described as being more similar or cohesive than a 

group that has a larger range of scores. The smaller the 

range of scores, the more similar the individuals who form 

the group. 
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These same three groups of values have also been 

found by different researchers using different techniques 

such a multi- dimensional scaling and correlation studies, 

with some slight modification of the descriptions of the 

different dimensions [Polley, 1987]. 

SYMLOG scores are obtained by using a 

questionnaire that uses a Likert-type scale with questions 

asking how often the various descriptions describe the 

person being rated, using the frequency terms of "Rarely," 

"Sometimes," and "Often." The responses are quantified by 

assigning numerical values to the response categories (0, 

1, and 2 respectively) and calculating mean responses. 

Means are computed by adding the responses for the nine 

descriptions that include anyone value or "direction" 

(for example conforming values or F direction) and 

deducting the sum of the responses for the nine 

descriptions that include the opposite value or direction 

(here nonconforming or B). The range for the mean for any 

such value type is +18 to -18 (using the response scale 

suggested). For example, a person who is rated 14, -6, 

and 10, might be described as having a strong desire for 

material success and power, moderate self-centered values, 

and moderately strong conforming values, but such 

descriptions are strictly judgmental. 
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This summary quantitative description can then be 

compared for similarity or difference to some established 

criteria or to the scores obtained for other persons or 

groups. 

Two ratings methods can be used. Each person can 

rate himself or herself or several people can rate one 

subject person. If more than one rating is made for any 

one subject, the mean can be used as the best point 

estimate of the average score. 

Appendices 2 and 5 illustrate the SYMLOG ratings 

form that has been used extensively and has been tested 

for reliability [Polley, 1987]. This form is used in the 

present study. 

4.3 Ordinal or interval data 

Interpretation of arithmetic means requires that 

the data being used are of interval or ratio measurement 

[Siegel, 1956]. The SYMLOG questionnaire uses response 

categories (Rarely, Sometimes, and Often) that are 

ordinal. In certain cases, ordinal measurement may be 

treated as interval. Means are calculated by converting 

the ordinal data into interval measure by assigning a 

number to each level or ordinal response, as in the 

weights CO, 1, 2) discussed above. This procedure assumes 

that the distances between the weights assigned represent 
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the actual distances between the response categories used. 

The distances between the response categories may not be 

equal--for example, the distance between the "Rarely" and 

"Sometimes" may not be the same as the distance between 

"Sometimes" and "Often." If these distances are not equal 

the mean calculated may not represent the center of the 

data. 

For example, if a certain behavior occurs with 

equal frequency in the range of 0% to 100% (with an 

"average" occurrence of 50%), and if respondents score a 

behavior that occurs less than 20% as "Rarely," between 

20% and 60% as "Sometimes," and more than 60% as "Often," 

then 20% of all responses would indicate "Rarely," 40% 

"Sometimes," and 40% as "Often" (assuming a representative 

sample). The mean score is 1.2 (20%xO+40%x1+40%x2) rather 

than the true population average of 50% which should be 

represented by a weight of 1.0. This difference may be 

misleading. Four possible solutions are mentioned in the 

sociology literature that would permit the use of 

parametric statistical techniques on ordinal data [Henry, 

1982]: (1) cross-tabulation, (2) dummy variable 

decomposition, (3) use of special ordinal level statistics 

such as tau b and asymmetrical d, and (4) assigning 

numbers arbitrarily to ordinal categories in the belief 

that little error is thus introduced. Henry indicates 
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that each of these four possible solutions has problems: 

(1) unless the research is based on a very large number of 

cases, the number of variable categories and the number of 

variables that can be brought into the cross-tabulation 

analysis is severely limited, (2) doubts have been cast on 

the usefulness of dummy variable decomposition in that the 

decomposition "retains no more of the ordinality of an 

ordinal variable than ordinary dummy decomposition" 

[p.299], (3) use of these statistics has been shown to 

violate the assumptions of ordinal measurements, (4) the 

fourth possible solution appears to have received 

substantial attention and empirical testing, but with 

mixed results. For example, Labovitz [1970] randomly 

assigned numbers to ordinally ranked data, compared 

statistical results, and made the following conclusions: 

(1) certain interval statistics can be used 

interchangeably with ordinal statistics and interpreted as 

ordinal, (2) certain interval statistics such as variance 

can be computed where no ordinal equivalent exists and can 

be interpreted with accuracy, (3) certain interval 

statistics can be given their interval interpretation with 

only negligible error if the variable is "nearly" 

interval, and (4) certain interval statistics can be given 

their interval interpretations with caution even if the 

variable is "purely" ordinal because the ordinal scoring 
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close as measured by rand r-squared. 
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A fifth possible approach to the problem of 

assuming that ordinal data can be treated as interval 

measures does not appear to have been considered in the 

sociology literature. This is to measure empirically the 

distances between the ordinal response categories being 

used by subjects to determine how "near" they are to being 

interval in nature. This method could be used when the 

response categories are measuring frequencies of 

occurrences of some characteristic, as in SYMLOG. 

A suitable test was suggested by Ashton [1984] 

(adapted from Lichtenstein and Newman, [1967]) in the 

context of testing the concept of probabilities 

encountered in auditing. Subjects are asked to provide a 

probability number they believe is reflected by certain 

words or phrases (see Appendices 1 and 4). The words used 

in the SYMLOG questionnaire, "Rarely," "Sometimes," and 

"Often," can be included with other words and phrases. If 

the absolute differences in the probability numbers 

associated with these three phrases are large, then use of 

parametric statistics may produce misleading results. 

However, if the differences are not large, this would 

indicate that the response categories are "nearly" 

interval and parametric statistics should produce results 
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that would not be misleading, as indicated by Labovitz 

[1970] in his conclusion (3) above. With interval data, 

statistical tests such as Hotelling's T-squared can be 

used to test for the significance of differences in 

three-dimensional data points [Tatsuoka, 1971a, p. 78]. 

With ordinal data, nonparametric tests such as chi-square 

should be used [Siegel, 1956]. These tests are used to 

calculate the probability that two different sample means 

(designated by certain locations in three-dimensional 

space) come from the same population. If the calculated 

probability is "low," the likelihood is that two different 

populations are involved and not just one. 

This fifth method is used for the tests reported 

in this paper. The results of the tests are reported in 

Chapter Five. 

4.4 Summary 

This chapter described some of the problems 

associated with any attempt to study and measure "values," 

including the lack of specific guidance found in the 

theory and literature. The method selected for measuring 

values (SYMLOG) was presented in some detail, including 

the problem of type of measurement scale that will result 

from the SYMLOG scores, and the solution adopted for 

overcoming this scale problem. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ADMINISTRATION OF THE TESTS 

5.1 Introduction 

The hypotheses developed in Chapter Three are 

intended to provide information on the basic research 

question: Is the model of organizational control proposed 

by Ouchi descriptively valid for auditing firms? 

Data was gathered from two sources to test these 

hypotheses: from graduating students who are accounting 

majors and from auditors in auditing firms. This chapter 

describes the procedures used to gather the data, provides 

a statistical description of the subjects who responded to 

the questionnaires, and explores some of the possible 

relationships with the variables to be tested by the 

hypotheses such as the intention to become a CPA, 

interviews reported, and offers received. Chapter Six 

reports the results of the tests of the hypotheses. 
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5.2 Administration of the tests to students 

Hypotheses Two and Three test the proposition that 

selection mechanisms occur both by self-selection by 

students and by selection by auditing firms. Hypothesis 

Two states that the self-selection will be observable in 

that the sets of perceived values will be different 

between the graduating accounting students who intend to 

become Certified Public Accountants (CPAs) and those who 

do not. Hypothesis Three states that selection by 

auditing firms will be observable in that differences in 

perceived values will be noted between students who have 

received job offers from auditing firms and those who have 

not. 

To gather data to test these hypotheses, 

questionnaires were administered to the graduating 

students who are accounting majors at the University of 

Arizona in the fall semester of 1987. One of the elective 

classes normally taken by graduating accounting majors is 

Accounting 431 (Auditing). The questionnaires were given 

to the two sections of this class near the end of the 

semester in December 1987. The questionnaires were given 

during a regularly scheduled class and their replies were 

collected by the researcher upon their completion. 

Students were told the questionnaires were part of the 

data gathering for a study examining graduating students 
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and were assured that their replies would be kept strictly 

confidential. 

The questionnaires consisted of two parts. The 

first part of the questionnaire consisted of two pages and 

14 questions asking for general information about the 

subjects and asking for their responses to the question on 

probability numbers (see Appendix 1). 

The second part of the questionnaire consisted of 

three identical SYMLOG ratings forms (see Appendix 2 for a 

sample). Students were asked to rate several of their 

fellow students. It was anticipated that they would know 

several of their peers fairly well as part of the course 

consisted of a group project where students worked 

together in small groups. 

Fifty responses were received containing 123 

SYMLOG ratings forms for various students. All SYMLOG 

ratings forms were matched by name to the students who 

completed the general questionnaire. No students 

completed the general questionnaire without having at 

least one SYMLOG ratings form completed for them. 

Thirteen SYMLOG ratings forms could not be matched to 

students who completed questionnaires and were not 

included in any further analysis, leaving 110 usable 

forms. 
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5.3 Description of the student subjects 

As expected, the students were mostly graduating 

Seniors (45 of the 50 or 90%) who expected to graduate 

either in December 1987 (32 of the 50 or 64%) or May 1988 

(13 of the 50 or 26%). Most of the students were 

Accounting majors (46 of the 50 or 92%). 

Nineteen of the students (or 38% of the 50) were 

men and 31 (or 62%) were women. Average age of the 

respondents was 27 with a range of 21 to 44 years and a 

mode of 22 years (11 students of the 50). Average age of 

male students is 28.5 compared to 25.3 for female 

students. 

None of the respondents were CPAs but 42 (or 84%) 

stated that they intended to become CPAs. Of the 46 

accounting majors, 38 (or 83%) stated that they did intend 

to become CPAs. All four students who were not accounting 

majors also stated that they intended to become CPAs. 

This stated intention was generally confirmed in that 32 

of the 42 who intended to become CPAs (or 76%) reported 

interviews with public accounting firms, reporting from 

one to nine interviews. The students who reported at 

least one interview reported an average of 3.5 each. Only 

one student who stated a negative intention to become a 

CPA had attended any interviews (five) with public 

accounting firms. 
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Since Hypothesis Two involves the intentions of 

the students to become CPAs, several other factors were 

examined to try to find any significant relationships with 

the stated intentions to become a CPA. 

Table 5-1 summarizes the ages of the student 

respondents and their stated intentions to become CPAs. A 

test was conducted to determine if age is related to the 

stated intention to become a CPA. Siegel [1956, p. 155] 

indicates that the Mann-Whitney U test is a suitable test 

for relationship with a fairly large sample size (50) and 

a ratio of the larger sample size (42) to the smaller (8) 

being larger than 5. Since the larger sample size is 

larger than 20, the z-test approximation to the U test 

(corrected for ties) [Siegel, 1956, p. 126] was computed. 

The computed value of z is -0.8535, which has a 

probability of approximately .40 (two tailed). This test 

indicates that age is not related to the stated intention 

to become a CPA. 

Table 5-2 shows the relationship of sex of 

respondents and their stated intention to become a CPA. 

This table indicates that more women than men state that 

they intend to become CPAs (28 compared to 14) and more 
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men than women do not intend to become a CPA (5 to 3). A 

test was computed to estimate the significance of these 

differences (Fisher exact probability test [Siegel, 1956, 

p. 96]). The test shows that the differences of stated 

intentions relating to sex have a probability of .097. 

This result indicates that intention to become a CPA is 

not related to sex of the respondent at the specified 

significance level of 1%. 

TABLE 5-1: COMPARISON OF AGE AND CPA INTENTIONS 

DO INTEND TO DO NOT INTEND 
AGE BECOME CPA TO BECOME CPA TOTALS 

21-23 18 3 21 
24-26 6 2 8 
27-29 5 1 6 
30-32 5 0 5 
33-35 4 1 5 
36-44 4 1 5 

Totals 42 8 50 

TABLE 5-2: COMPARISON OF CPA INTENTION BY SEX 

SEX 

MALE 
FEMALE 

Totals 

INTEND TO 
BECOME CPA 

14 
28 

42 

DO NOT INTEND 
TO BECOME CPA 

5 
3 

8 

TOTALS 

19 
31 

50 
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The relationship of the self-reported Grade Point 

Average (GPA) with the intention to become a CPA was 

considered. Both overall GPA and GPA for accounting 

courses only were used. The mean of the overall GPA is 

approximately the same as the GPA for the accounting 

courses only (3.19 and 3.20). The overall GPA has a 0.83 

correlation coefficient with the GPA for accounting 

courses only. This correlation has a probability of less 

than .0001 of occurring by chance. 

GPA by sex is shown in Table 5-3. 

TABLE 5-3: COMPARISON OF GPA BY SEX 

SU 

Male 
Female 

Combined 

GPA OVERALL 

3.15 
3.21 

3.19 

GPA ACCOUNTING ONLY 

3.26 
3.17 

3.20 

Comparison of intention to become a CPA by both 

GPA figures is shown in Table 5-4. 
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TABLE 5-4: COMPARISON OF GPA AND CPA INTENTION 

----GPA OVERALL---- -GPA ACCOUNTING ONLY-

DO INTEND DO NOT DO INTEND DO NOT 
TO BECOME INTEND TO TO BECOME INTEND TO 

GPA CPA BECOME CPA CPA BECOME CPA 
--------- --------- ---------- --------- ----------

2.0-2.5 5 3 6 4 
2.6-3.0 6 2 8 1 
3.1-3.5 18 3 11 3 
3.6-4.0 13 0 17 0 

Totals 42 8 42 8 

This table appears to show that the students with 

the highest GPAs intend to become CPAs. However, a 

Mann-Whitney U test [Siegel, 1956] does not indicate that 

the separation of the students into groups by their 

intention to become a CPA is significantly affected by 

their GPA, either overall or for accounting courses only 

(probabilities are .57 and .67 respectively that this 

separation could occur by sampling variation only). 

Thirty students of the 33 students (or 91%) who 

reported at least one interview also reported that they 

had indicated a preferred work location and only three 

students had not indicated a work location preference. 

The other 17 students did not report any interviews. 

Fifteen students (30% of the 50 respondents) 

reported having already received at least one job offer 
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(seven reported one offer, four reported two offers, two 

reported three offers, and four and five offers were 

reported by one student each). All students who had 

received a job offer had specified a preferred job 

location. None of the three students who stated that they 

had no preference for job location received an offer. 

The number of offers received was correlated with 

the number of interviews (correlation coefficient of .59, 

probability of less than .001 that this correlation would 

occur by chance) as shown in Table 5-5. 

TABLE 5-5: INTERVIEWS AND OFFERS REPORTED BY STUDENTS 

NUMBER OF --------NUMBER OF OFFERS--------
INTERVIEWS 0 1 2 3 4 5 TOTALS 

0 17 17 
1 5 2 7 
2 3 2 5 
3 4 2 1 7 
4 1 1 2 
5 3 1 4 
6 1 1 
7 2 1 3 
8 1 1 
9 1 1 1 3 

Totals 35 7 4 2 1 1 50 

Of the 123 SYMLOG ratings forms completed, 110 

were matched to the 50 student subjects with a range of 

one to five ratings forms per student and a mean of 2.2 
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each. The number of forms that a student receives may 

give an indication of how well known or how well liked 

that studen.t is in the class. There was no significant 

relationship in the number of forms received compared to 

age (correlation coefficient is .14 with a probability of 

.34, not significant). However, a comparison of the 

number of forms received by sex is shown in Table 5-6. 

TABLE 5-6: NUMBER OF FORMS BY SEX FROM STUDENTS 

NUMBER OF 
FORMS MALES FEMALES TOTALS 

1 7 8 15 
2 7 10 17 
3 3 9 12 
4 2 3 5 
5 0 1 1 

Totals 19 31 50 

A test was computed to estimate the relationship 

of sex with the number of ratings forms received. Siegel 

[1956, p. 155] indicates that the nonparametric t-test 

approximation to the randomization test for two 

independent variables is appropriate when the sample sizes 

have a ratio of between 1/5 and 5. The computed value of 

t (0.55 with 48 degrees of freedom and a two tailed 

probability of approximately .60 of occurring by chance) 

indicates that this grouping is not significant. This 
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finding indicates that sex has no significant relationship 

with the number of ratings forms received by any student. 

A significant relationship was found with GPA and 

the number of ratings forms received for a student. GPA 

is positively correlated with the number of forms 

(correlation coefficient of .29 with a probability of 

.04). GPA for accounting courses only is slightly less 

significant (correlation coefficient of .26 with a 

probability of .07). 

The average SYMLOG scores for the three value 

dimensions received by the students the 110 ratings forms 

are shown in Table 5-7. The average scores reported 

(-0.69, 6.77, and 3.25) would be interpreted to mean that 

the students are perceived as having no significant 

tendency for either material success and power or ascetic 

self-denial (dimension UD), a fairly strong orientation 

for group-centered values rather than self-centered 

(dimension PN), and moderate conforming values rather than 

nonconforming values (dimension FB). However, the fairly 

large variability of the scores evidenced by the fairly 

large standard deviations appears to indicate either that 

the students being rated have fairly diverse sets of 

values or that the students completing the ratings found 

it difficult to rate their peers. It is not possible to 

distinguish which of these possibilities is more likely 
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with the information gathered. Future tests on other 

students may indicate if these large variances are typical 

for all universities or are related to the size of the 

student body. 

TABLE 5-7: AVERAGE SYMLOG SCORES FOR STUDENTS 

MEAN SCORE 

STANDARD DEVIATION 

n (Number of forms) 

un 

-0.69 

4.04 

110 

PN 

6.77 

4.75 

110 

F.B 

3.25 

3.83 

110 

5.4 Administration of the tests to auditors 

Hypotheses One, Four, and Five test the 

proposition that clans exist in auditing firms. To test 

these hypotheses, SYMLOG ratings were obtained for a 

sample of staff from each level (Juniors, Seniors, 

Managers, and Partners) in four auditing firms. These 

scores were obtained from other staff who know the 

subjects: their subordinates, peers, and superiors. To 

obtain subjects for this test, personal contact was made 

with representatives of four different offices of large 

auditing firms, two in Phoenix and two in Tucson. A 

supply of the questionnaires (a total of 165 sets) was 

provided to each contact person with the request that they 
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be given to audit staff members at all levels in their 

office (Juniors, Seniors, Managers, and Partners). A 

random sample was not possible and no follow up 

questionnaires could be obtained. No meaningful response 

rate can be computed as it was left to the discretion of 

each firm to decide to whom the questionnaires would be 

distributed within the firm and how many questionnaires 

would be distributed. (A total of 59 responses was 

received, for a minimum response rate of 36%.) All 

responses were received within a two week period. No 

significant differences were noted between responses 

received in the first week and those received in the 

second week. 

The questionnaires consisted of three parts. The 

first part was a covering letter asking for the 

co-operation of the person receiving the questionnaire and 

assuring that the results would be held in strict 

confidence (see Appendix 3 for the text of the covering 

letter). A stamped return envelope was provided so the 

replies could be mailed directly back to the researcher 

without any further contact with the subject's office. 

This direct return was used to convince the subjects of 

anonymity. However, this survey method precluded the 

possibility of follow-up or second requests for 

non-responses. 
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The second part of the questionnaire consisted of 

one page asking for general information about the subjects 

and asking for their responses to the question on 

probability numbers (see Appendix 4). 

The third part of the questionnaire consisted of 

three identical SYMLOG ratings forms (see Appendix 5 for a 

sample). The covering letter asked that these ratings 

forms be used to describe three different members of their 

firm at different position levels. At the request of the 

contact people at the firms, the name of the person being 

described was indicated to be optional. Having the name 

of the person described as optional results in no 

possibility of matching the ratings forms to the completed 

questionnaires, so no descriptions of the persons being 

rated are possible. 

5.5 Description of auditors 

A total of 59 responses was received containing 

173 SYMLOG ratings forms. The position levels of the 

respondents are summarized in Table 5-8. 
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TABLE 5-8: POSITION LEv""ELS OF AUDITOR RESPONDENTS 

LEVEL FIRM 1 FIRM 2 FIRM 3 FIRM 4 TOTAL 

Partner 0 0 1 3 4 
Manager 1 1 4 7 13 
Senior 0 0 10 10 20 
Junior 1 3 4 14 22 

Total 2 4 19 34 59 

A total of 35 (or 59% of the 59) responses were 

from men and 24 (or 41%) were from women. The number of 

responses received by sex by firm is shown in Table 5-9. 

TABLE 5-9: ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES BY SEX BY FIRM 

FIRM MALE FEMALE TOTALS 

1 0 2 2 
2 2 2 4 
3 11 8 19 
4 22 12 34 

Totals 35 24 59 

An analysis of the distribution of position levels 
by sex is summarized in Table 5-10. 
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TABLE 5-10: ANALYSIS OF POSITION BY SEX OF AUDITORS 

POSITION MALE FEMALE TOTALS 

Partner 4 0 4 
Manager 11 2 13 
Senior 9 11 20 
Junior 11 11 22 

Totals 35 24 59 

Average age of the respondents was 27 with a range 

of 19 to 56. The modal age of 23 reflects the relatively 

high number of responses received from juniors and 

seniors. Average age of male respondents is 28.5 and 

average age of female respondents is 25.3. A test was 

computed to estimate the significance of this age 

difference by sex. Siegel [1956, p. 155] indicates that 

the Mann-Whitney U test is a suitable test as an 

alternative to the randomization test for two independent 

samples with fairly large sample sizes. The computed value 

of the z form of this test (to be used when the larger of 

the two sample sizes is greater than 20) is z = 4.74, 

which has a probability of less than .001 that this result 

would occur by chance. This test indicates that the 

female respondents are significantly younger than the 

male. 
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A total of 31 respondents (or 52% of the 59) were 

Certified Public Accountants (CPAs) and 28 (or 48%) were 

not. This relatively high number of non-CPAs also 

reflects the relatively large number of junior staff in 

the sample. All of the non-CPAs were either juniors or 

seniors as expected. All non-CPAs reported that they 

intend to become CPAs. 

Nine of the respondents (or 15% of the 59) have 

graduate level university degrees. The remaining 50 (or 

85%) have Bachelor level degrees. 

The total working experience with the present firm 

ranged from 3 to 396 months with an average of 51 months 

and a standard deviation of 70 months. Only six 

respondents (10% of the 59) reported any experience with 

another firm, ranging from three to 72 months. Experience 

since qualifying as a CPA ranged from nil to 420 months 

with a mean of 34 and a standard deviation of 71. Firm 

experience is summarized in Table 5-11. This table 

indicates that one manager reported only three months 

experience with the firm. A more detailed examination of 

the responses from managers indicates that only one 

manager had such limited experience with the firm as the 

second lowest firm experience reported was 63 months. 
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TABLE 5-11: FIRM EXPERIENCE IN MONTHS BY POSITION 

POSITION MEAN LOW HIGH 

Partner 266 156 396 
Manager 80 3 114 
Senior 35 12 54 
Junior 10 4 18 

A total of 173 SYMLOG ratings forms was received from the 

auditing staff. A summary of the auditors who were 

by position level and firm is shown in Table 5-12. 

TABLE 5-12: NUMBER OF RATINGS FORMS RECEIVED FOR 
AUDITORS RATED. BY POSITION AND FIRM 

-------------POSITION LEVEL------------FIRM 
PARTNERS MANAGERS SENIORS JUNIORS TOTALS 

1 1 2 2 1 
2 2 4 4 2 
3 15 22 14 6 
4 19 31 33 15 

Totals 37 59 53 24 

rated 

6 
12 
57 
98 

173 

The average SYMLOG values are summarized in Table 

5-13. This table also provides a comparison with the 

SYMLOG values computed for the student subjects (described 

above in Section 5.3). 
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TABLE 5-13: SUMMARY OF AVERAGE SYMLOG SCORES 

UD PN FB 

AUDITORS 
Mean values 0.99 5.51 4.14 

Standard deviations 3.25 5.46 4.55 

n (Number of forms) 173 173 173 

STUDENTS 
Mean values -0.69 6.77 3.25 

Standard deviations 4.04 4.75 3.83 

n (Number of forms) 110 110 110 

These SYMLOG average scores mean that the 

"average" auditor is described as having values that are 

slightly more towards material success and power than 

ascetic self-denial (dimension UD). moderately strong 

group-centered values as opposed to self-centered 

(dimension PN). and moderately strong conforming values as 

opposed to nonconforming (dimension FB). This table also 

shows that the average values ascribed to auditors are not 

greatly dissimilar from the average values ascribed to the 

student subjects. 

A summary of the average SYMLOG scores for each 

firm is presented in Table 5-14. 
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TABLE 5-14: SUMMARY OF SYMLOG SCORES BY FIRM 

------UD----- ------PN----- ------FB-----
FIRM n MEAN VARIANCE MEAN VARIANCE MEAN VARIANCE 

1 6 1. 83 2.96 8.83 39.82 3.83 36.97 
2 12 1.58 10.24 4.83 46.65 2.00 42.77 
3 57 0.18 7.29 5.47 25.00 3.63 26.42 
4 98 1.34 12.67 5.42 30.36 4.72 13.69 

where n = number of ratings forms received 

As this table shows, there may be some differences 

between the firms in mean values for each of the SYMLOG 

dimensions that could lead to possible generalizations 

about how the "average" auditors in each firm are 

perceived. For example, Firm 3 has values that are 

perceived to be the lowest for material success and power 

(UD). Firm 1 has values that are perceived to be the 

strongest group-centered (PN). Firm 4 has values that are 

perceived to be the strongest for conforming and Firm. 2 

the least conforming (FB). However, the large variances 

and the fairly small sample sizes for Firms 1 and 2 

indicate that such generalizations must be made with great 

caution. The large variances may indicate either that the 

subjects rated have a wide range of values or that raters 

found it quite difficult to rate their colleagues. The 

data do not indicate which of these possibilities is more 

likely. 
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5.6 Results of interval data tests for students 

Subjects were asked to provide probability numbers 

they believe are associated with several phrases that 

convey uncertainty (see Appendices 1 and 4). The purpose 

of this question is to provide evidence on whether the 

responses to the SYMLOG ratings forms can be treated as 

interval in nature. 

Interpretation of mathematical means and most test 

statistics requires that the data being used are of 

interval or ratio measurement scale [Siegel, 1956]. The 

SYMLOG questionnaire uses response categories (Rarely, 

Sometimes, and Often) that are descriptively ordinal in 

nature. Calculation of mean responses requires that the 

data that result from these ordinal response categories 

are at least interval in measurement and not just ordinal. 

The question of whether the data that result from 

the SYMLOG ratings forms are ordinal or could be treated 

as interval measures was empirically tested in the 

following manner. Subjects were asked to state what 

probability number they associate with various words or 

phrases (including "Rarely," "Sometimes," and "Often") as 

in Ashton, [1984]; Bass, Cascio, and, O'Connor, [1974]; 

Lichtenstein and Newman, [1967] (see Appendices 1 and 4 

for the specific question asked in the general 

questionnaires). If the probability numbers associated 
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with these terms are of approximately equal distance 

apart, then the terms can be considered to be of "nearly" 

interval in nature and mathematical operations can 

reliably be performed on the data [Labovitz, 1970]. Large 

differences in the average numerical differences between 

these concepts indicate ordinal rather than interval 

measurement scales. If the empirical test indicates that 

the responses are of ordinal rather than interval scale, 

the statistical tests that can properly be used for the 

data are limited. With interval data, standard 

statistical tests such as Hotelling's T-squared can be 

used to test for the significance of differences in the 

three-dimensional data points [Tatsuoka, 1971a, p. 78]. 

With ordinal data, nonparametric statistics such as 

chi-square should be used [Siegel, 1956]. Both of these 

tests are used to calculate the probability that two 

different observations (designated as certain locations in 

three-dimensional space) come from the same population. 

If the calculated probability is "low," the likelihood 

would be that two different populations are involved and 

not just one. 

For the student subjects, 49 usable responses were 

received with the following results. 



TABLE 5-15: TEST RESULTS FOR INTERVAL DATA FOR STUDENTS 

SYMLOG TERM 

Rarely 
Sometimes 
Often 

MINIMUM 

1.00 
10.00 
30.00 

MAXIMUM 

50.00 
80.00 
99.00 

MEAN STANDARD 
DEVIATION 

13.04 8.99 
42.59 14.26 
72.98 13.69 

The ranges of the probability numbers associated 

with these three terms by the students subjects exhibit 

some overlap. All three terms received responses in the 

range of 30 to 50% (Rarely received 3 responses in this 
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range, Sometimes received 39 responses, and Often received 

5) . 

The means of the three terms for students are 

13.04%, 42.59%, and 72.98% respectively. The difference 

between the terms Rarely and Sometimes is 29.55 percentage 

points (42.59 less 13.04). The difference between the 

means of Sometimes and Often is 30.39 percentage points 

(72.98 less 42.59). 

To be perfectly interval in nature, the average 

differences between the means should be exactly equal and 

there should be minimal "overlap" among the scores. The 

differences differ by less than one percentage point 

(30.39 less 29.55 or 0.84). The average probability 

numbers associated with the terms are all more than two 

standard deviations apart. The overlap does not appear to 

be significant. These results should satisfy the 
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requirement specified by Labovitz [1970] to be "nearly" 

interval in nature. Parametric statistical operations and 

their results should be interpretable. 

5.7 Results of test for interval data from auditors 

The auditor subjects provided 56 usable responses 

with the following results. 

TABLE 5-16: TEST RESULTS FOR INTERVAL DATA FOR AUDITORS 

TERM MINIMUM MAXIMUM MEAN STANDARD 
DEVIATION 

Rarely 2.00 35.00 13.68 7.04 
Sometimes 20.00 75.00 45.82 11.24 
Often 40.00 97.00 74.87 10.68 

The ranges of the probability numbers associated 

with these three terms by the auditor subjects do not 

exhibit the complete overlap that was found for the 

results from the student subjects. The student subjects 

reported overlap for all three terms in the range of 30 to 

50%. With the auditor subjects, the probability numbers 

associated with the term Rarely do not overlap with those 

associated with the term Often. However, Rarely does 

overlap with the term Sometimes in the range of 20 to 35%. 

In this range Rarely received 15 responses and Sometimes 

received 12 responses. The term Sometimes overlaps with 



the term Often in the range of 40 to 75% with Sometimes 

receiving 44 responses and Often receiving 34 responses. 
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The means of the probability numbers associated 

with the three terms for the auditors are 13.68%, 45.82%, 

and 74.87% respectively. The difference between the terms 

Rarely and Sometimes is 32.14 percentage points (45.82 

less 13.68). The difference between the means of 

Sometimes and Often is 29.05 percentage points (74.87 less 

45.82). 

As for student subjects, the differences between 

the means should be exactly equal for the data to be 

perfectly interval in nature. The differences are 

slightly larger than those found for students, differing 

by three percentage points (32.14 less 29.05 or 3.09). 

This would probably satisfy the requirement specified by 

Labovitz [1970] to be "nearly" interval in nature. Most 

statistical operations could probably be performed on the 

data with the results being interpretable. 

As with the test for students, the mean values of 

the probability numbers for each of the terms are more 

than two standard deviations apart. The conclusion from 

these tests indicate that the data may be treated as 

interval. 
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5.8 Summary 

The purposes of this chapter were to describe the 

procedures used to gather the data, to provide a 

statistical description of the subjects who responded to 

the questionnaires, and to explore some of the possible 

relationships with the variables to be tested by the 

hypotheses such as the intention to become a CPA, 

interviews reported, and offers received. Results of 

tests were reported that indicate that the data received 

from the SYMLOG questionnaires may be treated as interval. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS OF TESTS OF HYPOTHESES 

6.1 Testing of Hypothesis One 

Hypothesis One (partitioned into Hypothesis 1a and 

Hypothesis 1b) tests the proposition that auditing firms 

contain clans. This proposition states that each firm's 

staff is composed of a clan that is evidenced by 

similarities in their perceived values. 

Several approaches could be used to test this 

proposition, such as measuring the amount of variability 

of the perceived values of the staff members and comparing 

this measured variability to some expected or base 

variability. If the measured variability is less than the 

base variability, then the firm's perceived values could 

be said to vary less than expected, which would be 

consistent with the perceived values that should be 

observed in a clan. However, no studies exist that have 

attempted to measure the range of perceived values that 

would be considered to be "normal" or "average" for firms 

that are not composed of clans, so this research strategy 

is not useful. 
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The strategy used in this research is to measure 

the probability that the perceived values in a firm come 

from a single population rather than several even if the 

samples are drawn from partitions of the firm that are 

intended to be as different as possible (Hypothesis 1a). 

If this test indicates that the firm's perceived values 

come from just one population, this finding would be 

consistent with the results that would be expected if the 

firm were composed of just one clan. If the test 

indicates that the perceived values of the different 

partitions appear to come from more than one population, 

this evidence would be contrary to what would be expected 

if the firm were composed of just one clan. 

In addition to this expected convergence of 

perceived values within each firm, each clan is expected 

to be different from other clans. This differentiation 

between clans would be evidenced by differences in the 

average perceived values found in the different firms 

(Hypothesis 1b). A test is required that will estimate 

the probability that any similarities in perceived values 

are not common to all auditing firms, but are unique to 

the individual firm as would be expected in a clan. 

As a final test for clans in auditing firms, the 

relative strength of the clans found in the different 

firms will be compared to what would be expected from the 
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theory (Hypothesis 5). If the relative strength of the 

clans in the different types of firms is consistent with 

the theory's predictions, support for the theory will have 

been provided. To test Hypothesis la, a test statistic is 

required that will indicate the probability that the 

perceived values held by the staff of each firm come from 

a single population (the clan) rather than from several 

different populations. To reject Hypothesis la, sample 

observations from each firm must be shown to come from 

different populations. The groups to be used for this 

test should be formed on some basis that would logically 

give a reason for the staff members to be similar within 

each group and different from the staff members of the 

other groups thus formed. Several different partition 

strategies are possible such as age, cohort groups 

(defined by common starting dates), sex, ethnicity, 

education, background, religion, social or economic 

status, and position level. As discussed in Chapter 

Three, the partition strategy used for this test is the 

position level. This grouping should result in a fairly 

strong test of the hypothesis as there may be more 

similarities among partners than between partners and 

managers, or between partners and seniors, or between 

partners and juniors. 
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Three statistical approaches can be used to test 

the significance of the differences of the groups' sets of 

average perceived values as measured by SYMLOG. The first 

possible approach, and the one that appears to have been 

generally used in published studies that use SYMLOG, is a 

nonparametric comparison of the groupings of the SYMLOG 

scores. This method appears to have been used as most of 

the studies are seeking outliers only and are not 

attempting to test for a common population. The second 

possible approach is to test the significance of the 

differences between each pair of sample means using a 

multiple univariate approach, testing each SYMLOG 

dimension separately using multiple Student-t tests. 

However, testing each of the three variables separately 

may not prove to be satisfactory. If each variable 

differs only slightly, the individual differences may not 

be significant. 

Considered simultaneously, several small 

differences may be significant [Tatsuoka, 1971a]. Testing 

the significance of the overall difference in multiple 

sample means simultaneously requires a multivariate 

approach. A test statistic that can be used to test the 

significance of several variables from more than two 

samples simultaneously is the multivariate analogue of 

analysis of variance: Wilks' likelihood- ratio criterion 
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(Wilks' lambda) [Tatsuoka, 1971a; Finn, 1974; Johnson and 

Wichern, 1988]. This statistic compares two computed 

total variances. The denominator variance is the 

dispersion matrix (the multivariate counterpart of 

variance) of the total sample grouped around the mean of 

the total sample (designated [T] for Total sample 

variance). The numerator variance is the sum of the 

several dispersion matrices that result if the total 

sample is subdivided into several subgroups and the 

dispersion of the subgroups is computed within each 

subgroup from the subgroup mean (designated [W] for Within 

groups variance). If the "population" being sampled is 

actually composed of several different populations, then 

the sample observations will tend to cluster around 

several different points and the sum of the variances 

computed from the subgroup means will be significantly 

smaller than the variance computed from the total sample 

mean ([W] will be significantly smaller than [T]). Wilks' 

lambda statistic is basically computed as [W]/[T] and 

becomes more significant as the ratio decreases. 

Wilks' lambda uses the determinants of the 

dispersion matrices (I [W]I and 1 [T]I) as measures of the 

generalized variances and can be converted to an 

approximate F-test using Rao's R-statistic [Tatsuoka. 

1971a. p. 88]. Strict application of mUltivariate test 
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statistics such as Wilks' lambda and Hotelling's T-squared 

(discussed in more detail below) requires that the 

variables follow mUltivariate normal distributions [Finn, 

1974, p. 308; Tatsuoka, 1971a, p. 63]. Finn [1974, p. 

308] adds independence of subject responses with a common 

dispersion matrix. However, Johnson and Wichern [1988, p. 

222] indicate that tests involving "large samples" do not 

require the assumptions of multivariate normality or a 

common dispersion matrix for the variables. They suggest 

that the common dispersion matrix can be estimated for 

Hotelling's T-squared statistic by pooling the dispersion 

matrices of the several variables (as Tatsuoka [1971a, p. 

81] indicates), as long as the several dispersion matrices 

are "approximately equal." Johnson and Wichern do not 

indicate what minimum number they consider to be 

sufficient for "large samples," but their several examples 

use a total sample size of 100. They give no indication 

of any minimum number for subgroup size or total sample 

size. 

Wilks' lambda statistic also requires that (I) the 

determinants be greater than zero, (2) that there be more 

subjects than the total number of variables, and (3) that 

no criterion variable can be exactly a linear combination 

of other measures [Finn, 1974, p. 149]. Of the three 

approaches {nonparametric, multiple univariate and 
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multivariate), the mUltivariate is most appropriate as 

SYMLOG provides simultaneous measures of three dimensions 

for each subject and only the multivariate test considers 

all three dimensions simultaneously. 

Since it is possible that new auditors may not be 

fully integrated into the clan until after the auditor has 

been employed by the firm for several years, the test was 

computed twice, once for all four staff levels (reported 

in this section), and once for Seniors, Managers, and 

Partners only (reported in Section 6.3). However, this 

supplementary test is not fully consistent with clan 

theory that indicates that all staff members should form 

the clan. This additional test was performed for 

additional information on clan formation in auditing firms 

and not as a test of the hypothesis. 

Section 6.2 contains the results of the 

multivariate tests for Hypothesis lao 

6.2 Results of multivariate tests for Hla 

Wilks' lambda statistic indicates the probability 

that the sample comes from a single population. 

Significant results (a probability less than .01) will 

lead to the rejection of H1a. 

To conduct the first test for all four staff 

levels, the 173 observations were separated into four 
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groups according to the firm of the auditor being rated. 

Each of these four firm samples was separated into four 

subgroups according to the level of the subject being 

rated. Five dispersion matrices (with the dispersion 

calculated from the mean, or Corrected Sums of Squares and 

Cross Products or "CSSCP" matrices) were formed for each 

firm's observations: one for the total sample for the 

firm (designated as [T]), and four for the position level 

samples considered separately (Partners, Managers, 

Seniors, and Juniors) designated [S] with the sum of the 

four matrices ([S]) for each firm designated [W]. 

The relevant CSSCP matrices, calculated Wilks' 

lambda and F-statistics are presented in detail in 

Appendix 6. Table 6-1 summarizes the results for Firms 

Two, Three, and Four. No test was possible for Firm One 

because of the small sample size (six observations) and a 

singular matrix. All Wilks' lambda statistics were 

converted to approximate F statistics using Rao's R 

function [Tatsuoka, 1971a, p. 88]. All F-test 

probabilities are from Rohlf and Sokal [1981]. 
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TABLE 6-1: SUMMARY OF WILKS~ LAMBDA TEST FOR H1a 

FIRM TWO FIRM THREE FIRM FOUR 

I [W] I 3,459,668 524,652,133 2,568,302,036 

I [T] I 23~994,062 775,527,554 4,047,023,621 

Wilks' lambda 0.1442 0.6765 0.6346 

F calculated 4.295 2.4053 5.1133 
Numerator d.f. 9 9 9 
Denominator d.f. 32 124 224 

Probability of F 
(two tailed) .002 .03 .001 

Total sample size 12 57 98 

These tests are appropriate only if the 

assumptions underlying Wilks' lambda test are reasonable 

in the given circumstances. The assumptions (discussed in 

detail in Appendix 7) appear to be reasonable for Firms 

Three and Four, may not be appropriate for Firm Two 

because of the small sample size, and are not appropriate 

for Firm One because of a zero determinant. 

The results of these tests appear to lead to the 

rejection of Hypothesis 1a for Firm 4 but not for Firm 3 

with a high level of confidence. The test result for Firm 

2 of .002 appears to lead to the rejection of the 

hypothesis but the results may not be interpretable. 
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As these results are mixed, Hypothesis 1a is 

rejected. The evidence does not support the proposition 

that the different firms are composed of clans. 

6.3 Results of tests for higher position levels only 

Tests were also performed for the three highest 

positions levels only by not including any observations 

for Juniors. No test was performed for Firm One because 

of the very small sample size. Results are summarized in 

Table 6-2, with the relevant matrices and details given in 

Appendix 8. 

TABLE 6-2: SUMMARY OF TEST 2 RESULTS FOR Hla 

I [W] I 

I [T] I 

Wilks . lambda 

F calculated 
Numerator d.f. 
Denominator d.f. 

Probability of F 
(two tailed) 

FIRM TWO 

1,723,252 

4,872,350 

.35165 

l.1439 
6 

10 

.80 

Total sample size 10 

FIRM THREE FIRM FOUR 

407,432,178 1,533,421,861 

513,977,403 1,999,434,435 

.7927 .7669 

1.888 3.689 
6 6 

92 156 

.20 .002 

51 83 

These tests indicate that the differences in 

perceived values in Firms Two and Three do not appear to 
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be significantly different when the highest three position 

levels in each firm are considered (they are consistent 

with the clan form), although the result for Firm Two may 

not be interpretable because of the small sample size. 

Although the sample size for Firm Three (51) is probably 

not large enough to be considered "large" for the purpose 

of the assumptions underlying Wilks' lambda test, the 

result may be indicative of a possible relationship. The 

result for Firm Four indicates that the subgroups are 

different enough to be considered separate sets of 

populations. The evidence for Firm Four is not consistent 

with the hypothesized clan form. 

To summarize the results of the tests for 

Hypothesis la, the evidence does not support the 

proposition that auditing firms contain clans except for 

Firm Three, although for Firm Two a clan may begin to be 

formed after the staff have reached Senior level, as 

indicated in Table 6-3. 



TABLE 6-3: SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS FOR Bla 

SAMPLE TESTED 

1. All four levels 
Firm One 
Firm Two 
Firm Three 
Firm Four 

2. . Top three levels only 
Firm One 
Firm Two 
Firm Three 
Firm Four 

RESULTS 

No test possible 
No clan 
Consistent with clan 
No clan 

No test performed 
Consistent with clan 
Consistent with clan 
No clan 

6.4 Tests for Hypothesis Ib 

Hypothesis 1a tests for convergent validity (to 

test if the average sets of perceived values are similar 
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within each firm) for the proposition that clans are found 

in auditing firms. A complete test should also include 

divergent validity (to test if the average sets of 

perceived values are different between different firms). 

Hypothesis 1b tests this divergent validity. 

Hypothesis 1b states that the total sample (all 

173 observations) will actually be composed of four 

different samples from four different populations (the 

four different firms) rather than one sample drawn from 

just one common population. 

To test Hypothesis lb. the 173 SYMLOG scores were 

formed into two sample groups: (1) the first group 
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consists of four subgroups composed of the observations 

for each of the four firms considered separately and, (2) 

one group composed of all 173 observations. A test of the 

hypothesis involves a comparison between these two 

groupings to estimate which describes the data better. If 

the single grouping is the better fit, the test would lead 

to the rejection of the hypothesis. This test involves a 

test of three variables considered simultaneously (the 

three SYMLOG dimensions) and four sample groups. Tatsuoka 

[1971a] indicates that Wilks' lambda statistic (described 

in Section 6.1 above) is an appropriate test for three 

variables and more than two sample groups. A 

statistically significant result will indicate that the 

observations probably do not come from a single population 

and will support Hypothesis lb. 

Table 6-4 summarizes the results of this test. 

Details of the matrices used for this test are presented 

in Appendix 9. 



TABLE 6-4: SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS FOR BIb 

Determinant of matrix of sum of four CSSCP firm 
matrices: 

I[W]I = 27,758,750,000 

Determinant of matrix of total sample CSSCP matrix: 

I [T] I = 30,155,830,000 

27,758,750,000 
Wilks' lambda = = .92051 

30,155,830,000 

F = 10.09 with 9 and 407 degrees of freedom 

Probability of F < .001 (two tailed) 

Total sample size: 173 observations 

To be able to interpret these results, the 

assumptions underlying the Wilks' lambda test must be 

reasonable. Discussion of the assumptions (detailed in 

Appendix 10) indicates that they all appear to be 

satisfied, so the test results may be interpreted with 

reasonable confidence. 

This table shows that the probability that the 

decrease in variability that results from grouping the 

total sample into four sub-samples is significant. The 

probability is very small (less than .001) that the 
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decrease results from sampling variation only. Hypothesis 

1b of significant differences between firms cannot be 
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rejected. The results of this test indicate that the 

perceived values of the members of the different firms are 

significantly different when they are considered between 

firms. The evidence indicates that the perceived values 

of all the auditors sampled do not come from a common 

population. 

6.5 Summary of results for Hypothesis 1 

The results of the tests for Hypothesis 1b appear 

to be inconsistent with the results of the tests for 

Hypothesis 1a. There are differences between firms but no 

strong similarities within firms (except for Firm Three). 

The supplementary tests calculated for similarities within 

firms excluding Juniors did show some evidence of 

similarities for two of the three firms tested. These 

findings may indicate that clans do exist but are not very 

strong in auditing firms. With the high turnover of staff 

experienced by auditing firms, especially during the first 

few years of employment, clans may be difficult to achieve 

or require more subtle variables and measurement to 

detect. 

6.6 Testing of Hypothesis Two 

Hypothesis Two is intended to test the effects of 

self-selection by students into two groups, those who 
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intend to become auditors and those who do not. The 

hypothesis states that the average perceived values of the 

students in the two groups will be significantly 

different. 

The intention to become auditors was 

operationalized by asking graduating students who are 

accounting majors if they intended to become Certified 

Public Accountants (CPAs). Two relevant questions were 

included in the general questionnaire given to students: 

Question 8, "Are you a CPA?" and Question 9, "Do you 

intend to become a CPA?" (See Appendix One). This 

operationalization was used as most students who intend to 

become auditors will normally become CPAs and asking about 

a specific goal such as becoming a CPA was assumed to 

elicit a more accurate response than asking about a more 

general goal such as becoming an "auditor." An assumption 

was made that students who would become other specialists 

such as tax, bankruptcy, and consulting would generally 

make this decision after becoming more familiar with these 

special areas and after becoming a CPA. This assumption 

may not be valid for all of ·the students in the sample, 

but the results should not be affected significantly. 
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Of the 50 student subjects (described in Chapter 

Five), 42 (or 84% of the 50) stated that they did intend 

to become CPAs and eight (or 16%) stated that they did 

not. 

Validity of the answers to these two questions was 

-.:::hecked by asking the students if they had interviewed 

with any CPA firms, and if so, which ones. Results of 

this comparison are indicated in Table 6-5. 

TABLE 6-5: COMPARISON OF STUDENT INTENTIONS TO BECOME 
CPAs AND INTERVIEWS REPORTED 

NUMBER OF DO INTEND TO DO NOT INTEND 
INTERVIEWS BECOME CPA TO BECOME CPA TOTALS 

0 10 7 17 
1 7 0 7 
2 5 0 5 
3 7 0 7 
4 2 0 2 
5 3 1 4 
6 1 0 1 
7 3 0 3 
8 1 0 1 
9 3 0 3 

Totals 42 8 50 

As this table indicates, 32 of the 42 students (or 

76%) who do intend to become CPAs reported at least one 

interview. The other ten of the 42 (or 24%) who do 
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intend to become CPAs did not report any interviews. Only 

one of the eight students who did not intend to become 

CPAs reported any interviews with auditing firms (five). 

A more detailed analysis of those ten students who 

state that they do intend to become CPAs but reported no 

interviews is summarized in Table 6-6. 

TABLE 6-6: DETAILED ANALYSIS OF TEN STUDENTS 

STUDENT ---GRADUATION DATE--- ACCOUNTING MAJOR 
NUMBER December May 1988 or Yes No 

1987 Other 

9 X X 
11 X X 
16 X X 
18 X X 
19 X X 
27 X X 
30 X X 
40 X X 
43 X X 
46 X X 

This detailed analysis shows that six of the ten 

students do not expect to graduate in December 1987 and so 

may have deferred their interviewing until their last 

semester. Only four students (numbers 11, 16, 30, and 40) 

who state that they intend to become CPAs do expect to 

graduate in December 1987 but did not report any 

interviews. Their GPAs were not significantly lower than 

average. No reason is known for their lack of interviews. 



This analysis appears to support the validity of 

the responses received to the question asking if the 

students intend to become CPAs. 

Hypothesis Two states that the perceived values 

will be different for graduating students who are 

accounting majors when separated by their stated 

intentions to become auditors or not. A more detailed 

analysis of the 50 subject students is as follows. 

TABLE 6-7: ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS 

1. ACCOUNTING MAJORS 

December 1987 or 
May 1988 
graduation 

Other graduation 

Totals 

2. OTHER MAJORS 

Total students 

Intend to 
become CPA 

35 

3 

38 

Do not intend 
to become CPA 

8 

0 

8 

Totals 

43 

3 

46 

4 

50 

A total of 110 usable SYMLOG ratings forms was 

obtained from the students. These forms were matched to 

students by name as indicated in Table 6-8. 
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TABLE 6-8: SUMMARY OF SYMLOG RATINGS FORMS 

INTEND TO 
BECOME CPA 

YES 

NO 

Totals 

NUMBER OF 
SUBJECTS 

42 

8 

50 

NUMBER OF 
RATING FORMS 

92 

18 

110 

AVERAGE 
PER SUBJECT 

2.19 

2.25 

2.20 

As this table indicates, students who state that 

they intend to become CPAs received an average of 2.19 
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ratings each while those who do not intend to become CPAs 

received 2.25 ratings each. As indicated in Chapter Five, 

no significant relationship was found between the 

intention to become a CPA and the number of ratings forms 

received. 

Hypothesis Two states that differences in 

perceived values will be noted for graduating students who 

are accounting majors, when they are grouped by their 

intentions to become CPAs. To test this hypothesis, the 

35 graduating students who are accounting majors who 

intend to become CPAs (who received 79 ratings forms) must 

be compared to the eight graduating students who are 

accounting majors who do not intend to become CPAs (who 

received 13 ratings forms). To conduct this test, the 

SYMLOG ratings forms were matched to the students being 

rated by name. For each student, the average SYMLOG score 
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was calculated. A test of Hypothesis Two requires a 

comparison of the average scores of the two groups. Table· 

6-9 summarizes these scores by group. 

A rejection of Hypothesis Two requires that the 

SYMLOG values for the two groups be shown not to be 

significantly different. Test results showing no 

significant differences would indicate that the samples 

probably corne from the same population and not from 

different populations as hypothesized. 

TABLE 6-9: SYMLOG VALUES BY GROUP FOR H2 

1. MEAN VALUES 

Intend to 
become CPA 

Do not intend 
to become CPA 

Number of 
Students 

35 

8 

2. STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

Intend to 
become CPA 

Do not intend 
to become CPA 

---SYMLOG DIMENSION---
UD PN Fa 

-0.769 5.2 3.109 

-0.0875 5.95 4.075 

3.521 5.256 3.118 

3.111 4.314 2.587 
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The statistic that is suitable for studying the 

significance of several variables and two sample groups is 

Hotelling's T-squared statistic [Tatsuoka, 1971a]. For 

each group, the means of the three SYMLOG values form a 

vector that Tatsuoka [1971a, p. 73] calls a sample 

centroid. Hotelling's T-squared statistic can be 

converted to an F-distribution to calculate the 

probability that the difference between the two sample 

centroids will occur by sampling variation only. 

Hotelling's T-squared test was computed for the 

significance of the three differences indicated in Table 

6-9. A result that is not statistically significant would 

lead to the rejection of the hypothesis as it would 

indicate that the samples come from the same population. 

Results of the test are summarized in Table 6-10. 

Details are reported in Appendix 11. 

TABLE 6-10: SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF TEST FOR B2 

Sample: n1 = 35 students = sample size of group 1 
(do intend) 

n2 = 8 students = sample size of group 2 
(do not intend) 

T-Squared calculated 

F calculated 
d.f. numerator 
d.f. denominator 

Probability of F 

= 1.219 

= 0.3865 
= 3 
= 39 

= .50 (two tailed) 
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For this probability to be meaningful, the 

assumptions underlying Hotelling's T-Squared test must be 

reasonable. Appendix 12 contains the discussion of the 

appropriateness of the assumptions nnd indicates that they 

are reasonable for this test. 

Thus the calculated F for the Hotelling's 

T-Squared statistic should be meaningful and is not 

statistically significant. This result indicates that the 

differences in mean vectors considered simultaneously are 

not significantly different. There is no support for the 

proposition that the students have different perceived 

values when separated into groups that are differentiated 

by their intention to become CPAs. 

Two possible explanations for this result were 

considered. (1) It is possible that the students may not 

have rated their peers considering only the values they 

perceived in the subjects being rated. It is possible 

that the students actually used the values they hold 

themselves as a basis of comparison and projected their 

own values onto the subjects [Selltiz, Wrightsman and 

Cook, 1976]. If this possibility is true, then the SYMLOG 

values would reflect the raters and not the subjects. 

To check this possibility, all SYMLOG ratings 

forms were grouped by the stated intention of the raters 
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to become CPAs rather than the previous test that grouped 

the ratings by the stated intentions of the person being 

rated. Hotelling's T-squared test was calculated with 

results that are also not significant, indicating that 

there is no indication that the raters projected their own 

sets of values onto the values they perceived in the 

subjects being rated. 

in Appendix 13.) 

(Details of this test are reported 

(2) Tests were also conducted to test the 

possibility that the stated intention to become CPAs may 

not be as significant as the positive act of undergoing 

interviews with CPA firms. Students were grouped into two 

groups depending on whether they reported any interviews. 

Differences in the three SYMLOG values were checked for 

significance using Hotelling's T-Squared test (reported in 

Appendix 14). Results were not significant, indicating 

that the act of interviewing does not indicate 

self-selection by students on the basis of their perceived 

values. 

To summarize the results of the tests for 

Hypothesis Two, the ev-idence does not support the 

proposition that graduating students who are accounting 

majors can be separated into two groups by their stated 

intention to become a CPA or not that will have 



significant differences in the perceived values of the 

members of the groups. 

6.7 Test of Hypothesis Three 
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Hypothesis Three is intended to test the effect of 

selection by firms from among the applicants they have 

interviewed on the basis of perceived values of the 

applicants. Indication of selection is operationalized by 

Questions 11 and 12 in the general questionnaire given to 

students (see Appendix 1). Question 11 states: "Have you 

received any job offers from any CPA firms?" Validity of 

the answers received for this question was checked by 

asking for specific details in Question 12: "If YES, 

which firms and from what city?" For each reply marked 

YES to Question 11, the reply to Question 12 was checked 

to ensure that the student had listed at least one firm 

office. For each reply to Question 11 marked NO, the 

reply to Question 12 was checked to ensure that no firm 

offices were listed. No discrepancies were noted with 

either check procedure. 

Table 5-5 shows the number of students who 

reported the various numbers of interviews (none to nine) 

and the number of job offers received (none to five). A 

summary of this information in terms of students reporting 
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either zero or some interviews and either zero or some job 

offers is show in Table 6-11. 

TABLE 6-11: SUMMARY OF STUDENTS REPORTING INTERVIEWS 
AND OFFERS 

NO OFFERS OFFERS TOTALS 

NO INTERVIEWS 17 o 17 

INTERVIEWS 18 15 33 

TOTALS 35 15 50 

This table shows that 33 students reported at 

least one interview. Of these 33 students, 18 reported no 

job offers and 15 reported at least one job offer. The 18 

students reporting no job offers received 31 ratings 

forms. The 15 students reporting at least one job offer 

received 38 ratings forms. 

To test Hypothesis Three, the 33 students were 

formed into two groups of the 18 and 15 students who 

reported receiving no offers or at least one offer 

respectively. Average SYMLOG values for each of the three 

dimensions for both groups are reported in Table 6-12. 
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TABLE 6-12: SYMLOG VALUES BY GROUP FOR H3 

-----SYMLOG DIMENSION-----
n lID PN FB 

1. MEAN VALUES 

No offers 31 -2.35484 5.67742 5.03226 

Offers 38 -0.57895 7.42105 2.18421 

Differences -1. 77589 -1. 74363 2.84805 

2. STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

No offers 31 4.36309 4.11005 2.99426 

Offers 38 4.00427 4.03117 4.12543 

Where: n = number of ratings forms 

This table shows the differences between the means 

of the two groups. Support for Hypothesis Three requires 

that the SYMLOG values for the two groups be shown to be 

significantly different. 

A review of the average SYMLOG scores for the two 

groups reported in Table 6-12 may provide an indication of 

the attributes that appear to be sought by auditing firms. 

Students who did not receive offers are perceived to have 

values that are more towards ascetic self-denial than for 

material success and power (dimension UD) and more 

conforming values (dimension FB). students who did 

receive offers are seen to be more group centered 
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(dimension PN). These scores result from ratings by other 

students while the offers are made by the auditing firms. 

An assumption being made is that auditing firms are able 

to distinguish attributes of applicants that are 

consistent with those perceived by other students. If the 

hypothesis is supported, this assumption will appear to be 

reasonable. 

Results of Hotelling's T-squared statistic are 

summarized in Table 6-13 (details are reported in Appendix 

15). 

TABLE 6-13: SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS FOR H3 

Sample consists of 69 forms in two groups: 

n1 = 31 forms = sample size of group 1 (no offers) 
n2 = 38 forms = sample size of group 2 (offers) 

Calculated T-Squared = 16.4099 

Calculated F = 5.307 
with 3 and 65 degrees of freedom 

Probability of F = .006 (two tailed) 

This probability is meaningful only if the 

assumptions underlying Hotelling's T-Squared test are 

reasonable. Appendix 16 contains a discussion of the 

assumptions that indicates they are reasonable for this 

test. 
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The results of the test (.006) do not lead to the 

rejection of the hypothesis. Hypothesis Three is 

supported. There does appear to be selection by auditing 

firms on a basis that is consistent with the values 

perceived in the applicants to whom they offer jobs 

compared to those who do not receive job offers. 

6.8 Tests of competing Hypothesis Three 

Hypothesis Three tests the proposition that firms 

make offers to students on a basis that is consistent with 

the perceived values of the students. The underlying 

assumption is that the offers are made only to students 

with perceived values that are believed to be compatible 

with the values held by members of the firm. Offers are 

made only after the firms have interviewed the students 

and have made some assessment of the values held by the 

students. The statistical test performed in Section 6.7 

included only the students who reported at least one 

interview. 

A test was performed to ensure that interviewing 

was a critical factor in the division of the two groups 

(students receiving offers compared to those who did not) 

that were found to be significantly different in terms of 

their SYMLOG values. To check that interviewing is a 

critical step. students who intended to become CPAs were 



divided into two groups by whether they had received any 

offers, disregarding whether they had interviewed. The 

SYMLOG scores for these two groups were compared and 

Hote1ling's T-squared test was calculated. The results 

are summarized in Table 6-14 (details are included in 

Appendix 17). 

TABLE 6-14: SUMMARY OF TEST FOR EFFECT OF INTERVIEWING 

Sample: Ratings forms for students who intend to 
become CPAs (92 forms). 

n1 = 54 forms = sample size of group 1 (no offers) 
n2 = 38 forms = sample size of group 2 (offers) 

Calculated T-squared statistic = 4.8354 

Calculated F statistic = 1.576 
with 3 and 88 degrees of freedom 

Probability of F = .50 (two tailed) 
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This probability is meaningful if the assumptions 

underlying Hotelling's T-squared test are reasonable. 

Discussion of the assumptions detailed in Appendix 18 

indicates that the assumptions are reasonable so the 

results should be interpretable. 

The test result outlined in Table 6-14 indicates 

thRt there are no significant differences in the SYMLOG 

scores of students who received offers compared to those 
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who did not if interviewing is not considered. It is only 

after considering interviewing as a prerequisite (an 

intervening variable) for the forming of the groups, as in 

Section 6.7 above for the test of Hypothesis Three, that 

the groups have different SYMLOG values. This finding 

supports the results found in Section 6.7. 

6.9 Tests of Hypothesis Four 

Hypothesis Four is intended to test the effects of 

socialization after staff have joined an auditing firm. 

The hypothesis states that the variability of the values 

perceived in staff at the different levels of auditing 

firms will decrease the higher the hierarchical level. To 

test the validity of this hypothesis, the variability of 

the SYMLOG ratings forms received from the auditing staff 

was analyzed. 

Appendix 7 reports the results of a Box test for 

Firms 3 and 4, which shows that the dispersion matrices 

for the four position levels are not significantly 

different in each firm. Further analysis was undertaken 

in this section to include Firm 2 and to determine if the 

variabilities exhibit the relationship hypothesized. 

The first test undertaken was to sort all SYMLOG 

scores into four firm groups, then by the level of the 

person being rated. The mean scores for each of the three 
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SYMLOG dimensions and the variances of the scores were 

calculated for each group separately. For the hypothesis 

to be supported, the variances of the SYMLOG dimensions 

for Partners should be the smallest, followed by the 

Managers, then Seniors, with the variances of the Juniors 

being the largest of all. The results are summarized in 

Table 6-15. Figures for Firm One are omitted because of 

the small sample size. 

TABLE 6-15: VARIANCES OF RATED GROUPS: Ranks shown (.) 

-------SYMLOG DIMENSION------- SUM OF 
GROUP UD PN FB RANKS 

FIRM TWO 

Partners 4.50 (1 ) 8.00 (1) 72.00 (4) (6) 
Managers 7.58 (3) 47.00 (3) 28.00 (2) (8) 
Seniors 18.67 (4) 10.92 (2 ) 30.25 (3) (9) 
Juniors 4.50 (1) 60.50 (4) .50 (1) (6) 

FIRM THREE 

Partners 4.38 (2) 21. 55 (2) 25.78 (2) (6) 
Managers 7.67 (4) 21.40 (1 ) 32.74 (4) (9) 
Seniors 7.06 (3 ) 22.64 (3) 28.64 (3) (9) 
Juniors 1. 77 (1) 40.00 (4) 6.17 (1) (6) 

FIRM FOUR 

Partners 10.61 (3 ) 39.09 (4) 19.16 (4) (11) 
Managers 9.52 (2) 28.99 (2 ) 10.30 (1 ) (5) 
Seniors 5.06 (1) 34.96 (3 ) 13.51 (3) (7 ) 
Juniors 15.27 (4) 12.11 (1) 10.92 (2) (7) 
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For Hypothesis Four to be supported, the variances 

displayed in this table would show increases from Partners 

to Managers to Seniors to Juniors. No such regular 

pattern is apparent in these variances, for any individual 

dimension or for any individual firm. 

The summary ranking for all firms combined is 

shown in Table 6-16. 

TABLE 6-16: SUMMARY TABLE OF VARIANCE SIZE RANKINGS 

FIRM TWO FIRM THREE FIRM FOUR TOTAL OF 
RANKINGS 

Partners 6 6 11 23 
Managers 8 9 5 22 
Seniors 9 9 7 25 
Juniors 6 6 7 19 

This table indicates that the "average" rankings 

as indicated by the sum of all three firm rankings also do 

not display the increase from Partners to Juniors that the 

hypothesis predicts. Variance of Juniors is hypothesized 

to be the largest but is the smallest. 

Variances were also compared for the whole sample 

considered together as one group, disregarding the firm 

membership. The results of this comparison are displayed 

in Table 6-17. 



TABLE 6-17: TOTAL SAMPLE VARIANCES BY RATED GROUPS 
Rank by variance indicated by (.) 

--------SYMLOG DIMENSION-------- Total of 
GROUP n un PN FB Rankings 

Partners 37 10.558 (3) 32.730 (4) 23.584 (4) (11) 
Managers 59 8.645 (2 ) 25.947 (1 ) 20.076 (2 ) (5) 
Seniors 53 6.316 (1) 30.424 (2 ) 20.944 (3 ) (6) 
Juniors 24 11.694 (4) 30.563 (3) 12.650 (1) (8) 

Where: n = number of ratings forms 

The variances do not exhibit the hypothesized 
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increase when compared for the observations considered as 

a whole or for any individual SYMLOG dimension. The 

variability of the Partners is hypothesized to be the 

smallest but is the largest. 

These comparisons of the different SYMLOG 

dimensions considered separately do not indicate any 

support for Hypothesis Four. This finding is supported in 

the analyses for homogeneity of variances that were 

conducted for Hypothesis la. The tests for both Firms 3 

and 4 indicated that the dispersion matrices of the four 

position levels were not significantly different, with 

high probability (see Appendix 7 for details). 

This lack of decreasing variability may result 

from several causes. The range of values perceived to be 

held by people may in fact be randomly distributed and not 
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affected by their participation in clans, contrary to 

Ouchi's model. It is also possible that socialization 

does not increase conformity to the clan's norm of values 

as this hypothesis predicts. Membership in the clan may 

be the critical variable rather than length of membership. 

If length of membership does not have an effect on the 

range of values perceived to be held by clan members, then 

the values perceived to be held by clan members would 

randomly vary, but within the clan limits. 

It may also be possible that variability of values 

increases with age. Position level will be highly 

correlated with age as the auditors progress up the 

hierarchical levels of the firms. Age may have a stronger 

effect on values held than the clan effects. 

The effect of the hierarchy may also account for 

part of the results found. Partners generally are 

perceived to have larger variability of values than other 

staff. Partners are the most senior level and would not 

be subject to the same influences to conform as the more 

junior levels. For this possibility to occur, values 

would be acting as a constraint on the staff. 

Another possible explanation is that raters may 

not be rating the values perceived to be held by the 

subject being rated, but may actually be projecting the 

rater's own values onto the subject [Selltiz, Wrightsman 
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and Cook, 1976]. This could occur as the raters' own 

values may affect the values they believe they are 

observing in other people. To test for this possibility, 

the SYMLOG ratings forms were grouped by the level of the 

person making the rating and not by the level of the 

person being rated. The variability of the scores in each 

of the four groups thus formed were calculated for all 

observations considered together. Table 6-18 summarizes 

these variances. 

TABLE 6-18: VARIANCES BY RATER GROUPS: Ranks shown (.) 

RATER 
LEVEL 

Partners 
Managers 
Seniors 
Juniors 

Where: 

n 

13 
39 
55 
66 

n 

--------SYMLOG DIMENSION-------- Total of 
UD PN FB Rankings 

6.525 (1) 15.103 (1 ) 7.923 (1) (3) 
10.980 (3) 34.296 (4) 14.745 (2 ) (9) 
13.475 (4) 29.017 (3 ) 19.769 (3) (10) 
8.796 (2) 29.781 (2) 28.006 (4) (8) 

= number of ratings forms 

Again the variances of the three dimensions 

considered separately do not exhibit any regularity except 

for dimension FB. For this test, the variances of the 

Partners are the smallest. However, this supplementary 

test is not a test of the hypothesis, but is only a test 

for a possible explanation of the results found. 
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To summarize the results of the tests for 

Hypothesis Four, no support was found for the proposition 

that length of association with the firm results in values 

that are more similar, as evidenced by decreasing 

variability. 

6.10 Tests of Hypothesis Five 

Hypothesis Five states that firms that are 

classified as using a relatively greater amount of 

structure in their audit technology should have clans that 

are "weaker" than clans found in firms that use less 

structure. 

Classification of the four firms using Kinney's 

[1986] analysis is indicated in Table 6-19. 

TABLE 6-19: CLASSIFICATION OF FIRMS SAMPLED 

FIRM CLASSIFICATION PREDICTED PREDICTED 
BY KINNEY CLAN STRENGTH VARIABILITY 

Firm One Structured Weaker Larger 
Firm Two Intermediate stronger Smaller 
Firm Three Structured Weaker Larger 
Firm Four Intermediate Stronger Smaller 

Hypothesis Five predicts that Firms Two and Four 

should show stronger clans than Firms One and Three. The 

relative strength of a clan should be inversely related to 
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the variability of the values held by the clan members, as 

argued earlier. These arguments are based on the 

assumption that a strong clan should be evidenced by 

relatively less variation in the values perceived to be 

held by the clan members and that a relatively weak clan 

should be evidenced by less agreement by clan members on 

values that would be considered to be important. 

The first measure used to compare the relative 

variability of scores of the sample tested for the 

different firms was to group all scores of the members of 

each firm together to compare the variances of each SYMLOG 

dimension disregarding the staff level. The results are 

shown in Table 6-20. 

TABLE 6-20: TOTAL FIRM VARIANCES OF SYMLOG SCORES 

STRUCTURED FIRMS LESS STRUCTURED FIRMS 
ONE THREE TWO FOUR 

Dimension UD 2.967 10.265 7.290 12.659 
PN 39.767 46.697 24.968 30.308 
FB 36.967 42.727 26.380 13.686 

Total 79.701 99.769 58.638 56.653 

n (Number of 
forms) 6 57 12 98 

Using the sum of the three variances of the SYMLOG 

dimensions as a measure of the total variance in each 



firm, this table indicates that the two structured firms 

have total variances (79.701 and 99.769) that are both 

larger than the total variances of both of the less 

structured firms (58.638 and 56.653), as the theory 

outlined in Table 6-19 predicts. This result is 

consistent with the hypothesis that the structured firms 

have relatively weaker clans as evidenced by the greater 

variability of the SYMLOG value scores. 

However, the test for homogeneity of variances 

conducted for Hypothesis 1b (reported in Appendix 10) 

indicates that the four dispersion matrices of the four 

firms are not significantly different. Considering the 

different dimensions separately does indicate the 

hypothesized relationship, but the mUltivariate approach 

indicates no differences. 

Hypothesis Five is supported but very weakly. 

157 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Summary of findings 

In this study, five research hypotheses were 

developed and tested using empirical evidence gathered 

from graduating students who are majors in accounting and 

from auditors employed by auditing firms. A 

recapitulation of these five hypotheses and a summary of 

the evidence relating to them is as follows. 

HYPOTHESIS 1a: Members of an auditing firm at 

each hierarchical position level are perceived to have 

sets of values that are not significantly different from 

the sets of values held by all members of the firm at 

other position levels. 

A multivariate statistical test had mixed results 

at the specified level of significance of .01 that do not 

support this hypothesis. A supplemental test considered 

the highest three position levels only. This 

supplementary test would not lead to the rejection of the 

hypothesis for two of the three firms for which the test 

could be calculated, but the test is not a proper test of 
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the hypothesis as one part of the auditing staff (Juniors) 

is omitted. This hypothesis is not supported. 

HYPOTHESIS Ib: Members of different auditing 

firms are perceived to have sets of values that are 

significantly different from the sets of values perceived 

to be held by members of other auditing firms. 

A mUltivariate test indicates with a high 

probability that the sets of values for the four different 

firms are different and do not come from the same 

population. This hypothesis is not rejected. 

HYPOTHESIS 2: Graduating students who are 

accounting majors who intend to become auditors are 

perceived to have values that are significantly different 

from those students who do not intend to become auditors. 

The perceived sets of values were not found to be 

different for the two groups of students. This hypothesis 

is rejected. 

HYPOTHESIS 3: Graduating students who are 

accounting majors who receive job offers from public 

accounting firms have values that are perceived to be 

significantly different from those who interviewed with 

public accounting firms but did not receive job offers. 

strong support was found for this hypothesis at 

the .006 probability level. 



HYPOTHESIS 4: People occupying similar position 

levels in an auditing firm (Juniors, Seniors, Managers, 

and Partners) will be perceived to have sets of values 

that exhibit decreasing variability the higher the 

position level. 
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The empirical evidence for this hypothesis showed 

no consistency in the relative variability of the 

perceived values for the different position levels. A Box 

test indicates that the multivariate dispersion matrices 

are not different for the different levels for Firms 3 and 

4. The hypothesis is not supported. 

HYPOTHESIS 5: Auditing firms using a less 

structured audit approach have sets of values that have 

less variability than firms using a more structured audit 

approach. 

There is some support for this hypothesis as the 

sum of the three variances of the three SYMLOG dimensions 

of the two less structured auditing firms are smaller 'than 

both the sums of the variances of the two firms using a 

more structured approach. However, a Box test indicates 

that the mUltivariate dispersion matrices for the four 

firms are not significantly different, so the evidence is 

weak. 
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7.2 Conclusions 

This study tested the descriptive validity of 

Ouchi's model of organizational control when the model is 

applied to auditing firms. Using the model to analyze 

auditing firms results in the general prediction that 

"clan control" (or the selection-socialization type of 

control or control by a strong organizational culture) 

will be used in auditing firms and will be evidenced by 

similarities in the sets of values that auditors in the 

various firms are perceived to have. A further prediction 

is that the clans are established and reinforced by both 

the selection and the subsequent socialization of staff. 

The empirical evidence gathered to test these 

predictions results in some support for the descriptive 

validity for Ouchi's model as it relates to auditing 

firms, but the findings are mixed. There is some 

indication that clans may be found in auditing firms in 

that the different firms do have different sets of 

perceived values but the clans are not very strong as 

measured by the similarities in the sets of perceived 

values of the staff in each separate firm. Ouchi's model 

appears to lack sufficient detail in defining what is 

meant by a "clan." No details were found that would 

indicate which values are important to auditors. 
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The concept of a "clan" is intuitively appealing 

for anyone who has joined an organization that requires 

some form of initiation or that purported to be somehow 

different (and better) than other organizations. Auditing 

firms have this tendency in their insistence that "their 

way" must be followed to the general exclusion of 

different methods. "Their way" of doing things includes 

expected behaviors and dress customs. Ouchi labels these 

patterns of similarities a "clan" but does not analyze the 

characteristics that distinguish a clan in sufficient 

detail. His writings appear to identify "values" as a key 

distinguishing feature of clans, but he does not clearly 

identify which values are important or how the values 

become more similar among clan members. 

The present research used the research strategy of 

measuring perceived values in general as defined by one 

measurement method (SYMLOG). This method appears to work 

reasonably well as significant differences were found in 

the perceived values measured between firms, but it also 

found differences within firms. 

Ouchi's discussion indicates that clans are formed 

and continued by two processes: the selection of only 

certain types of new recruits and the socialization of 

staff. Selection processes were further divided into 

self-selection and selective job offers by organizations. 



Empirical evidence of the descriptive validity of these 

processes was sought from students and auditors by 

measuring their perceived values. 
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No evidence of self-selection was found among the 

graduating class tested, but strong evidence was found 

that graduating students who are accounting majors who 

receive job offers from auditing firms have sets of values 

that are perceived to be significantly different from 

those of students who do not receive job offers. No 

evidence WdS found that indicated that socialization on 

the basis of perceived values occurs after staff have been 

with a firm for a length of time. In fact, variability of 

the perceived values of partners is largest rather than 

smallest as the theory predicts. 

Ouchi's model again lacks sufficient detail in the 

discussion of just how clans are formed and continued and 

does not integrate the emphasis on values as a key 

distinguishing feature with the discussion of clan 

formation and continuation. The present research found 

strong evidence of selection mechanisms but not of 

self-selection or socialization when the values measured 

by SYMLOG are considered. 

Ouchi's model is based on the premise that the 

relative use of the different control methods will vary 

according to the measurability of the organization's 
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output and the degree to which the production processes 

are specifiable. The descriptive validity of this premise 

was tested (in part) by comparing the variability of the 

perceived values of the different firms. Evidence was 

found that the strength of clans does vary as predicted 

with the amount of "structure" of audit technology used in 

the different firms, supporting the basic premise upon 

which Ouchi's model is based. However, this evidence is 

not convincing but is supportive of the basic premise. 

In summary, some support was found for the 

descriptive validity of Ouchi's model when applied to 

auditing firms, but the support was mixed at best. The 

main findings of this research may be summarized as 

follows: (1) The basic premise upon which the model is 

based is supported (although weakly). (2) Perceived 

values were not found to be a key distinguishing feature 

of clans. (3) Members of different auditing firms do 

appear to have different sets of perceived values but the 

evidence did not indicate which values would be considered 

to be most important to auditors. (4) Students who 

receive job offers from auditing firms do have sets of 

perceived values that are different from students who 

interviewed with auditing firms but did not receive any 

job offers. 
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7.3 Weaknesses of this study 

This study suffers from several weaknesses. 

First, the empirical tests were conducted on a single set 

of subjects at one point in time. The students studied 

were from one university representing one graduating class 

only. The auditors studied were from four firms in two 

cities. Different results may have been found if the 

study had included a broader set of subjects over several 

time periods. Using such a restricted set of subjects 

means the results may not be generalizable to any subjects 

other than those studied. However, no reason is known why 

the subjects studied are not representative of other 

students and auditors. 

A second possible weakness is that only one set of 

attributes (perceived values) was used as the key 

distinguishing feature of clans. The use of different 

attributes may produce different results. However, a 

detailed analysis of Ouchi's writings leads to the 

conclusion that values are a key distinguishing feature of 

clans. The possible weakness remains that perceived 

values may not be sufficient to distinguish clans and that 

other attributes should be included. 

A third possible weakness is that only one 

instrument (SYMLOG) was used to measure perceived values. 

It is possible that the perceived values measured by 
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SYMLOG may not be the values that distinguish 

organizational culture or that SYMLOG is not sensitive 

enough to measure the differences involved. Ouchi's 

writings do not indicate which values are the ones that 

distinguish clans. The use of several different 

measurement methods to measure values may have produced 

different results. However, the instrument used (SYMLOG) 

has had wide application and appears to have given 

reliable measures in previous studies. 

Another possible weakness is that Ouchi's model 

may not be applicable to auditing firms for some reason 

such as the model may not be appropriate for professional 

organizations. Ouchi does not discuss professional 

organizations in any detail. The one published study that 

attempted to apply Ouchi's model to research and 

development organizations [Rockness and Shields, 1984] 

also found mixed results. However, Ouchi does appear to 

intend this model to be of general applicability to any 

organization. 

Another very definite limitation of this study is 

that it is not intended to be a test of the correctness of 

Ouchi's assertions that certain control methods are most 

effective under certain sets of conditions. This study 

was designed to be a test of the descriptive validity of 

the model in its prediction that a certain type of control 
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would be found in certain firms. No test was intended 

either to test the relative proportion of the control 

methods used or to test the effectiveness of the different 

control methods. As indicated above, the empirical 

evidence found is mixed even for the limited scope of this 

study. 

7.4 Implications for control in auditing firms 

Assuming that the above weaknesses are not serious 

enough to negate the research findings, several 

implications for control in auditing firms may be noted. 

Since Ouchi's model of control does appear to have some 

descriptive validity, it may be used as a guide by 

auditing firms to understand the situations in which the 

three different control types (behavior, output, and clan) 

may be used. This type of understanding may enable 

auditing firms to choose what combination of the three 

they will implement in their firms. This research appears 

to show that the different firms are already using 

different combinations of control methods, but the choices 

may not be deliberate. 

The finding that students who receive job offers 

have different perceived values than students who receive 

no offers may be useful to firms in understanding their 
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recruiting process in more detail. Firms may not be aware 

of this differentiation. This knowledge may affect their 

recruiting process and their attitude towards 

psychological testing in general. 

Perhaps the most important effect this line of 

research could have would be in the socialization process 

that all staff, but especially new staff, undergo. Firms 

may not be aware of the possible benefits that may result 

from the socialization process. If clan control is an 

effective control method, then any improvements made to 

the socialization process would be beneficial. What would 

be needed to implement better socialization would be a 

more detailed study aimed at the differences that result 

from differences in socialization methods. 

7.5 Suggestions for further research 

Since the findings of this study are mixed, 

further research should be undertaken to clarify them. 

Control is a critical part of any firm, especially an 

auditing firm. Auditing firms must be able to ensure that 

their staff are working towards the objectives of the firm 

and that no unforeseen results such as nonsampling error 

or "audit failures" will occur. However, control is a 

very complex subject involving many different factors and 



levels of participation by the people involved. Further 

studies are warranted in this area. 
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Ouchi's discussion of "clans" is intuitively 

appealing to anyone who has experience in auditing firms. 

Audit firms do appear to stress their traditions, 

uniqueness, and differences when compared to other firms 

and professions in ways that are consistent with Ouchi's 

writings. The clan concept warrants further clarification 

and explication to find just what distinguishes a clan, 

what effects clans have on an organization's operations, 

and how to strengthen a clan to reinforce its beneficial 

effects. More studies appear to be warranted both to 

clarify the clan concept as used by Ouchi and to extend 

his work. 

Such studies could include the testing of 

additional firms and graduating classes to test the 

generalizability of the findings reported here. 

Extensions to the present study could include a wider 

range of students (such as Freshmen, Sophomores, and 

Juniors and other business administration majors) and the 

inclusion of every auditing staff member in a firm instead 

of just a sample. Other measurement instruments could be 

used (such as a modified version of Hofstede's [1980] 

questionnaire for measuring national cultural values) to 

clarify the importance of the set of values to a clan. 
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Other variables such as behaviors, attitudes, personality, 

and background should be included to establish their 

importance to clans. 

Other studies are also required in the very 

difficult area of the effectiveness of the different 

control methods. Such studies require agreement on what 

will be defined to be adequate control and how to measure 

control effectiveness. This question leads to a further 

discussion of audit failures and the sufficiency of audit 

evidence. These questions are not easy to define, much 

less study. However, they will need to be considered at 

some point in time. 

One of the overall purposes of the present study 

was to begin the examination of these questions. Much 

more work is needed in this area. 
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APPENDIX 1: SUPPLEMI!."NTARY QUESTIONS FOR STUDENTS 

Please answer the following questions. 

ALL RESPONSES WILL BE KEPT STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 

1. YOUR NAME: ________________________________________ ___ 

2 . AGE: _____ _ 

3 . SEX: _____ _ 

4. GPA overall: ______ _ 

5. GPA accounting courses only: ______ _ 

6. When do you expect to graduate: (Month/year): _____ _ 

7. Are you an accounting major? ______ _ 

8. Are you a CPA? _____ _ 

9. Do you intend to become a CPA? ______ _ 

10. Have you interviewed any CPA firms? ______ _ 

11. If YES, which firms? 1. ________________________________ _ 
2. _________________________________________ _ 
3. _______________________________________ _ 
4. ____________________________________________________ _ 
5. ____________________________________________________ _ 
6. ____________________________________________________ _ 
7. _________________________________ _ 
8. ____________________________________________________ _ 

11. Have you received any job offers from any CPA 
firms? ____________ _ 



APPENDIX 1 (Continued) 

12. If YES, which firms and from what city? 
1. -----------------------------------------------------2. ____________________________________________________ _ 
3. ____________________________________________________ _ 
4. ____________________________________________________ _ 
5. ____________________________________________________ _ 
6. ____________________________________________________ _ 

13. Did you specify a city that you preferred to work 
in ? _________ _ 

14. If YES, which city? ________________________________ ___ 
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15. Listed below are some common words or phrases that 
are used to express degrees of certainty or 
uncertainty. Beside each item please write the 
probability number (from .01 to .99) which most 
clearly reflects the degree of probability implied by 
each word or phrase, .01 for the lowest probability, 
.99 for the highest. 

unlikely 
extremely doubtful 
low probability 
sometimes 
likely 
high probability 
minimal likelihood 
often 
very unlikely 
probable 
never 
very likely 
reasonably possible 
excellent chance 
remote 
always 
not often 
possible 
rarely 
slight 
highly probable 

Thank you for your assistance. 
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APPENDIX 2. SYMLOG RATING FORM USED FOR STUDENTS 

Name of person described: 

Mark the best choice that describes the person for each 
item. 

1. Individual financial success, 
personal prominence and power 

2. Popularity and social success, 
being liked and admired 

3. Active teamwork toward common 
goals, organizational unity 

4. Efficiency, strong impartial 
management 

5. Dogmatic enforcement of 
authority, rules, and 
regulations 

6. Tough-minded, self-oriented 
assertiveness 

7. Rugged, self-oriented individ
ualism, resistance to authority 

8. Active pursuit of change, new 
and unorthodox ideas 

9. Leading group-centered efforts 

RARELY OFTEN 

to change and seek new solutions ____ _ 

10. Friendship, mutual pleasure, 
recreation 

11. Responsible idealism, 
collaborative work 

12. Conservative, established, 
"correct" ways of doing things 

13. Rigid adherence to organizat
ional expectations and goals 

SOME
TIMES 



APPENDIX 2 (Continued) 

14. Self-protection, self-interest 
first, self-sufficiency 

15. Rejection of established proc
edures, rejection of conformity 

16. Change to new procedures, 
different ideas 

17. Group-centered approaches to 
new ideas and new procedures 

18. Trust in the goodness of others 

19. Dedication, faithfulness, 
loyalty to the organization 

20. Obedience to the chain of 
command, compliance with 
authority 

21. Grudging self-sacrifice in the 
interests in the organization 

22. Passive rejection of popularity, 
going it alone 

23. Admission of failure, withdrawal 
of effort from the task 

24. Tolerance for new ideas and 
different procedures 

25. Comfort with coworker's new 
ideas and suggestions for change ____ _ 

26. Giving up personal needs and 
desires, passivity 
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APPENDIX 3: COVERING LETTER TO CPA FIRM SUBJECTS 

December 4, 1987 

We have asked your firm to assist us in a study of the 
audit staff of CPA firms. Your assistance is requested in 
this project. All replies will be kept strictly 
confidential. None of your responses will be given back 
to the firm. Your replies should be mailed directly back 
to us in the return envelope provided. 

The purpose of this study is to try to develop a better 
understanding of auditing and auditors by asking for 
information directly from auditors such as yourself. This 
should take a maximum of about 30 minutes of your time. 

The questions are in two parts, the first page consists of 
11 questions giving us some general information about 
yourself and one question on uncertainties. 

The second part consists of 3 pages, each page containing 
26 questions. Please use each of these pages to describe 
one member of your firm. We prefer that you include 
people of different position levels, but this is not 
mandatory. If you feel that you do not know anyone at a 
certain level well enough, then include another person at 
some other level. There are no right or wrong answers, or 
even better or worse answers. What we want are your 
impressions of your colleagues. 

Your help in this study will be greatly appreciated. 

Ronald A. Davidson 



APPENDIX 4: SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS FOR AUDIT STAFF 

Please answer the following questions. ALL ANSWERS WILL 
BE KEPT STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. 
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1. YOUR NAME: ________________________________________ _ 

2. YOUR POSITION: ____________________________________ ___ 

3. Number of months in this position: ________________ __ 

4. Age: ______ _ 

5. Sex: _____ _ 

7. Are you a CPA? ______ _ 

8. If YES, for how long? ______ __ 

9. If NO, do you intend to become a CPA? ______________ _ 

10. Length of time with this firm: ______________________ _ 

11. Length of time with all other CPA firms: __________ __ 

12. Education: Graduate school ___________________ _ 
Bachelor's level __________________ __ 
Other college _____________________ __ 
High school _______________________ __ 
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APPENDIX 4 (Continued) 

13. Listed below are some common words or phrases that 
are used to express degrees of certainty or 
uncertainty. Beside each item please write the 
probability number (from .01 to .99) which most 
clearly reflects the degree of probability implied by 
each word or phrase, .01 for the lowest probability, 
.99 for the highest. 

unlikely 
extremely doubtful 
low probability 
sometimes 
likely 
high probability 
minimal likelihood 
often 
very unlikely 
probable 
never 
very likely 
reasonably possible 
excellent chance 
remote 
always 
not often 
possible 
rarely 
slight 
highly probable 

Thank you for your assistance. 



APPENDIX 5. SYMLOG RATING FORM USED FOR AUDITORS 

Name of person described: (Optional) ____________________ __ 

Position level of person described: (Partner, Manager, 
Senior, Junior) ___________________________________ __ 

YOUR position level: (Partner, Manager, Senior, 
Junior) ____________________________ _ 

Mark the best choice that describes the person for each 
item. 
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RARELY OFTEN SOME
TIMES 

1. Individual financial success, 
personal prominence and power 

2. Popularity and social success, 
being liked and admired 

3. Active teamwork toward common 
goals, organizational unity 

4. Efficiency, strong impartial 
management 

5. Dogmatic enforcement of 
authority, rules, and 
regulations 

6. Tough-minded, self-oriented 
assertiveness 

7. Rugged, self-oriented individ
ualism, resistance to authority 

8. Active pursuit of change, new 
and unorthodmt ideas 

9. Leading group-centered efforts 
to change and seek new solutions ____ _ 

10. Friendship, mutual pleasure, 
recreation 
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11. Responsible idealism, 
collaborative work 

12. Conservative, established, 
"correct" ways of doing things 

13. Rigid adherence to organizat
ional expectations and goals 

14. Self-protection, self-interest 
first, self-sufficiency 

15. Rejection of established proc
edures, rejection of conformity 

16. Change to new procedures, 
different ideas 

17. Group-centered approaches to 
new ideas and new procedures 

18. Trust in the goodness of others 

19. Dedication, faithfulness, 
loyalty to the organization 

20. Obedience to the chain of 
command, compliance with 
authority 

21. Grudging self-sacrifice in the 
interests in the organization 

22. Passive rejection of popularity, 
going it alone 

23. Admission of failure, withdrawal 
of effort from the task 

24. Tolerance for new ideas and 
different procedures 

25. Comfort with coworker's new 
ideas and suggestions for change, ____ _ 

26. Giving up personal needs and 
desires, passivity 
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APPENDIX 6. MATRICES AND DETAILS OF TEST ONE FOR Hla 

TABLE 1: FIRM ONE MATRICES FOR WILKS' LAMBDA TEST FOR Hla 

Partners: [ 0 0 g] 0 

Managers: [ .5 0 3~ ] 
0 

Seniors: [ 4.5 21 -9 ] 
98 -42 

18 

Juniors: [ 0 0 g] 0 

Sum: [ W] = [5 21 -5 ] 98 -42 
50 

Determinant: j[W]1 =0 (A singular matrix) 

(No Wilks' lambda test is possible for Firm One.) 
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APPENDIX 6 (Continued) 

TABLE 2: FIRM TWO MATRICES FOR WILKS' LAMBDA TEST FOR Hla 

Partners: [ 4.5 -6 18 ] 
8 -24 

72 

Managers: [ 22.75 -53.5 41 ] 141 -108 
84 

Seniors: [ 56 -22 -8 ] 32.75 44.75 
90.75 

Juniors: [ 4.5 16.5 -1. 5 ] 60.5 -5.5 
.5 

Sum: [W] = [ 87.75 -65 49.5 ] 242.25 -92.75 
247.25 

Determinant: I [W] I = 3,459,668.5 

Total Firm CSSCP = [112.917 -50.833 57 ] = [T] 
513.666 38 

470 

Determinant: I [T] I = 23,994,062.24 

Wilks' lambda = 3,459,668.5/23,994,062.24 = 0.1441885 
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APPENDIX 6 (Continued) 

TABLE 2 (Continued) 

Rao's R = [1 - (lambda)A(l/S)] 
------------------- x [mS-p(k-1)/2 +1]/p(k-1) 

(lambda)A(l/S) 

where m = N-1-(p+k)/s2 

(flAfI denotes a power) 

N = 12 observations 
k = 4 groups 
p = 3 variables 
m = 14.5 
S = 2.4337 
R = 4.295 

df1 = p(k-1) = 9 
df2 = mS - p(k-1)j2 + 1 = 32 

F = 4.295 with 9 and 32 degrees of freedom 

Probability of F = .002 (two tailed) 



APPENDIX 6 (Continued) 

TABLE 3: FIRM THREE MATRICES FOR WILKS' LAMBDA TEST FOR 
Hla 

Partners: [ 61. 33 1. 33 -44.33 ] 301.733 -109.133 
360.933 

Managers: [160.955 -96.455 2.545 ] 449.455 -153.545 
687.455 

Seniors: [ 91. 714 -38.429 48.429 ] 296.357 -67.357 
372.357 

Juniors: [ 8.833 23 -3.166 ] 
200 -27 

30.833 

Sum: [W] = [ 322.835 -110.550 3.474 ] 
1245.545 -357.036 

1451.578 

Determinant: ![W]! = 524,652,133 
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Total firm CSSCP = [ 408.246 -107.736 
1398.211 

37.684 ] = [T] 
-355.053 
1477.263 

Determinant: ![T]! = 775,527,553.9 

Wilks' lambda = 524,652,133/775,527,553.9 = 0.6765 



APPENDIX 6 (Continued) 

TABLE 3 (Continued) 

Rao's R = [1 - (larnbda)A(ljS)] 
------------------- x [mS-p(k-1)j2 +1]jp(k-1) 

(larnbda)A(ljS) 

where m = N-1-(p+k)js2 

(nAn denotes a power) 

N = 57 observations 
k = 4 groups 
p = 3 variables 
m = 52.5 
S = 2.4337 
R = 2.4053 

df1 = p(k-1) = 9 
df2 = mS - p(k-1)j2 + 1 = 124 

F = 2.4053 with 9 and 124 degrees of freedom 

Probability of F = .03 (two tailed) 
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APPENDIX 6 (Continueu) 

TABLE 4: FIRM FOUR MATRICES FOR WILKS' LAMBDA TEST FOR 
Hla 

Partners: [ 190.947 -41.263 -107.053 J 703.684 -143.263 
344.947 

Managers: [ 285.548 -73.129 -54.484 ] 
869.677 -134.710 

308.839 

Seniors: [ 161.879 -76.455 14.970 ] 
1118.545 -287.364 

432.242 

Juniors: [ 213.733 -53.8 32.466 ] 
169.6 -35.6 

152.933 

Sum: [ W] = [ 852.108 -244.647 -114.100 ] 
2861.507 -600.936 

1238.962 
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Determinant: I[W]1 = 2,568,302,036 

Total Firm CSSCP = [1227.888 -394.806 
2939.847 

49.092 J= [T] 
-673.704 
1327.561 

Determinant: I[T]1 = 4,047,023,621 

Wilks' lambda = 2,568,302,036/4,047,023,621 = 0.6346 
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APPENDIX 6 (Continued) 

TABLE 4 (Continued) 

Rao's R = [1 - (larnbda)A(ljS)] 
------------------- x [mS-p(k-1)j2 +1]jp(k-1) 

(larnbda)A(ljS) 

where m = N-1-(p+k)js2 

(nAn denotes a power) 

N = 98 observations 
k = 4 groups 
p = 3 variables 
m = 93.5 
S = 2.4337 
R = 5.11334 

df1 = p(k-1) = 9 
df2 = mS - p(k-1)j2 + 1 = 224 

F = 5.11334 with 9 and 224 degrees of freedom 

Probability of F = .001 (two tailed) 



APPENDIX 7: DISCUSSION OF ASSUMPTIONS FOR Hla 

The assumptions (discussed in Section 6.1) are: 

(1) multivariate normality, unless the total sample is 

"la.cge" [Johnson and Wichern, 1988, p. 231], 

(2) independence of subject responses, 

(3) common dispersion matrix, 

(4) determinants greater than zero, 

(5) more subjects than the total number of variables, 
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(6) no criterion variable is exactly a linear combination 

of other measures. 

For assumption (1), the sample size for Firm 4 

(98) appears to be "large" (Johnson and Wichern use 

examples of size 100 as "large") and the sample size of 

Firm 3 (57) may be marginally large enough as long as the 

results are interpreted with caution. The sample size for 

Firm 2 (12) would not be considered "large" so the test 

would be interpretable only if the data come from a 

multivariate normal distribution. Since the shape of the 

underlying population is not known, the results for Firm 2 

cannot be used as the results could not be interpreted in 

a meaningful manner. 

For assumption (2), the subjects were not selected 

randomly, but there are no biases known that should affect 

the assumption of independence. 
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APPENDIX 7: (Continued) 

Assumption (3) requires a common dispersion 

matrix. For Firms 3 and 4, Box tests [Pearson and 

Hartley, 1974] for equality of matrices were calculated 

(see following). The result for Firm 3 is a chi-square of 

6.5073 with 18 degrees of freedom, which has a probability 

of .99. The result for Firm 4 is a chi-square of 8.37 

with 18 degrees of freedom, which has a probability of 

.97. Since neither result is significant, the Box tests 

indicate that the different position levels for both Firms 

are not significantly different as the assumption 

requires. 

For assumption (4), all determinants for Firms 2, 

3, and 4 are greater than zero. Firm I has a zero 

deter.minant and was not included in this test. 

Assumption (5) appears to be satisfied for Firms 3 

and 4 as there are only three variables and many more 

subjects for both firms. 

Assumption (6) also is satisfied as no instances 

were found of any variable being a linear combination of 

any other variables. Each matrix was found to have an 

inverse. 
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APPENDIX 7: (Continued): TEST FOR EQUALITY OF VARIANCES 
FOR FIRM 3 

(Eor matrices see Appendix 6, Table 3) 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Partners: 

IS(l)1 = 5,368,006.97 
In IS (1) I = 15.496 
n = 15 
d.f. = 14 
d.f./2 In I S( 1) I = 108.472 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Managers: 

I S(2) I = 39,613,893.07 
In I S(2) I = 17.4947 
n = 22 
d.f. = 21 
d.f./2 In I S(2) I = 183.694 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Seniors: 

I S( 3) I = 8,710,346.662 
In I S(3) I = 15.98 
n = 14 
d.f. = 13 
d.f./2 In I S(3) I = 103.87 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Juniors: 

IS(4)1 = 33,647.1246 
In I S( 4) I = 10.4237 
n = 6 
d.f. = 5 
d.f./2 In I S( 4) I = 26.059 

Total of: d.f./2 In lSI = 422.0956 (= TOTAL) 

Determinant of [W] 
In I[W]I 
Total D.E. 
In D.E. 

= I[W]I = 524,652,133 
= 20.0782 

N = 53 _. 3.9703 



APPENDIX 7 (Continued): TEST FOR EQUALITY OF VARIANCES 
FOR FIRM 3 (Continued) 

Box test: 

M = (N/2)(ln I[W]I) + Sum of (p/2)(d.f.)(ln d.f.) 
TOTAL - (p/2)N(ln N) 

M = 7.53315 Where M is distributed approximately 
as (Chi-Square/(1-D» with f = 
(p/2)(p+1)(k-1) d.f. 

Chi-Square = 6.5073 with 18 d.f. 

Probability of 6.5073 = .99 (two tailed) 

-. 
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APPENDIX 7 (Continued): TEST FOR EQUALITY OF VARIANCES 
FOR FIRM 4 

(For matrices see Appendix 6, Table 4) 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Partners: 

IS(l)1 = 32,512,920.85 
In I S( 1) I = 17.297 
n = 19 
d.f. = 18 
d.f./2 In IS (1) I = 155.674 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Managers: 

I S(2) I = 66,206,876.54 
In I S(2) I = 18.008 
n = 31 
d.f. = 30 
d.f./2 In I S(2) I = 270.124 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Seniors: 

I S(3) I = 62,787,535.48 
In IS (3) I = 17.955 
n = 33 
d.f. = 32 
d.f./2 In IS (3) I = 287.284 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Juniors: 

I S( 4) I = 4,775,744.531 
In I S( 4) I = 15.379 
n = 15 
d.f. = 14 
d.f./2 In I S( 4) I = 107.653 

Total of: d.f./2 In lSI = 820.736 (= TOTAL) 

Determinant of [W] 
In I [W] I 
Total D.F. 
In D.F. 

= I[W] I = 2,568,302,036 
= 21. 667 

N = 94 
= 4.543 
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APPENDIX 7 (Continued): FIRM 4 TEST FOR EQUALITY OF 
VARIANCES (Continued) 

Box test: 

M = (N/2)(ln I[W]I) + Sum of (p/2)(d.f.)(ln d.f.) 
TOTAL - (p/2)N(ln N) 

M = 9.918 Where M is distributed approximately 
as (Chi-Square/(I-D» with f = 
(p/2)(p+l)(k-l) d.f. 

Chi-Square = 8.37 with 18 d.f. 

Probability of 8.37 = .97 (two tailed) 
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APPENDIX 8: MATRICES AND DETAILS OF TEST 2 FOR Hla 

TABLE 1: FIRM TWO RESULTS OF WILKS' LAMBDA TEST 2 

Sum: [W] = [ 83.25 -81. 5 
181.75 

51.0 ] 
-87.25 
246.75 

Determinant: I [W]I = 1,723,252.625 

Total Firm CSSCP = [108.4 -69.4 
196.9 

Determinant: I[T]I = 4,872,350.3 

57.2 
-117.7 
368.1 

] = 
[ T] 

Wilks' lambda = 1,723,252.625/4,872,350.3 = .35165 

F = [1 - (lambda)A(l/S)] 

N = 10 
k = 3 
p = 3 

df1 -
df2 = 

------------------- x [N - p - 2]/p 
(lambda)A(l/S) 

("A" denotes a power) 

observations 
groups 
variables 

2p = 6 
2(N - p - 2) = 10 

F = 1.1439 with 6 and 10 degrees of freedom 

Probability of F = .80 (two tailed) 
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APPENDIX 8 (Continued) 

TABLE 2: FIRM THREE RESULTS OF WILKS' LAMBDA TEST 2 

Sum: [W] = [ 314.002 -133.551 
1045.545 

Determinant: I[W]I = 407,432,178.2 

6.641 ] 
-330.035 
1420.745 
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Total firm CSSCP = r 324.510 -141.353 
1196.706 

0.549 
-333.765 
1424.745 

J= [T] 

Determinant: I[T]I = 513,977,403.3 

Wilks' lambda = 407,432,178.2/513,977,403.3 = .7927 

F = [1 - (lambda)~(l/S)] 

------------------- x [N - P - 2]/p 
(lambda)~(l/S) 

("~" denotes a power) 

N = 51 observations 
k = 3 groups 
p = 3 variables 

df1 = 2p = 6 
df2 = 2(N - P - 2) = 92 

F = 1.888 with 6 and 92 degrees of freedom 

Probability of F = .20 (two tailed) 
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APPENDIX 8 (Continued) 

TABLE 3: FIRM FOUR RESULTS OF WILKS' LAMBDA TEST 2 

Sum: [WI = [ 638.374 -190.847 
2691. 906 

-146.567 ] 
-565.537 
1086.028 

Determinant: I[W]I = 1,533,421,861 

Total Firm CSSCP = ~ 800.892 -268.386 
2745.518 

Determinant: I[T]I = 1,999,434,435 

-105.747 
-596.434 
1104.410 

Wilks' lambda = 1,533,421,861/1,999,434,435 

Rao's R = [1 - (lambda)A(l/S)] 
------------------- x [N - p - 2]/[ 

(larnbda)A(l/S) 

(nAn denotes a power) 

N = 83 observations 
k = 3 groups 
p = 3 variables 

df1 = 2p = 6 
df2 = 2(N - p - 2) = 156 

F = 3.689 with 6 and 156 degrees of freedom 

Probability of F = .002 (two tailed) 

J= [T] 



APPENDIX 9: MATRICES AND DETAILS OF TEST FOR BIb 

Firm One: [ 14.8333 

Firm Two: [ 112.9167 

Firm Three: [ 40B.2456 

Firm Four: [1227.BB7B 

Sum: [1763.BB34 

50.8333 
198.8333 

-50.8333 
513.6667 

-107.7368 
1398.2105 

-394.8061 
2939.8469 

-28.1667 ] = 
-139.1667 

184.8333 

57.0000 ] = 
38.0000 

470.0000 

37.6842 ] = 
-355.0526 
1477.2632 

49.0918 ] = 
-673.7041 
1327.5612 

-502.5429 115.6093 ] = 
5052.5574 -1129.9234 

3459.6577 

Determinant: I[W] I = 27,758,750,000 

Total CSSCP = [lB21.977 -491. 971 
5123.214 

Determinant: I [T]I = 30,155,830,000 

142.289 
-1122.861 
3563.387 

] = 

196 

[WI] 

[W2] 

[W3 ] 

[W4] 

[ W] 

[T] 

Wilks' lambda = 27,758,750,000/30,155,830,000 = .92051 



APPENDIX 9 (Continued) 

Rao's R = [1 - (lambda)A(l/S)] 
------------------- x [mS-p(k-1)/2 +l]/p(k-1) 

(lambda)A(l/S) 

where m = N-1-(p+k)/s2 

("A" denotes a power) 

N = 173 observations 
k = 4 groups 
p = 3 variables 
m = 168.5 
S = 2.4337 
R = 10.092 

df1 = p(k-1) = 9 
df2 = mS - p(k-1)/2 + 1 = 407 

F = 10.09 with 9 and 407 degrees of freedom 

Probability of F < .001 (two tailed) 
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APPENDIX 10: DISCUSSION OF ASSUMPTIONS FOR BIb 

The assumptions (discussed in Section 6.1) are: 

(1) multivariate normality, unless the total 

sample is "large." With 173 observation, this assumption 

appears to be satisfied. 

(2) Independence of subjects. This assumption 

should also be reasonable as no reason is known why the 

subjects would not be independent. 

(3) Common dispersion matrix. A Box test [Pearson 

and Hartley, 1974] (see following) results in a chi-square 

of 26.56 with 18 degrees of freedom which has a 

probability of .10. This result indicates that the 

different firms have dispersion matrices that are not 

significantly different. 

(4) Determinants are greater than zero (they are). 

(5) More subjects than variables (there are). 

(6) No criterion variable is exactly a linear 

combination of other measures (none are). 
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APPENDIX 10 (Continued): MATRICES AND DETAILS OF TEST FOR 
EQUALITY OF VARIANCES FOR BIb 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Firm 1: 

IS(I)1 = 21,013.479 
In IS (1) I = 9.953 
n = 6 
d.f. 0- 5 
d.f./2 In I S(I) I = 24.882 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Firm 2: 

IS(2)1 = 23,994,062.24 
In I S(2) I = 16.993 
n = 12 
d.f. = 11 
d.f./2 In I S(2) I = 93.463 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Firm 3: 

IS (3) I = 775,527,553.9 
In I S(3) 1 = 20.469 
n = 57 
d.f. = 56 
d.f./2 In I S(3) I = 573.134 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Firm 4: 

I S( 4) I = 4,047,023,621 
In I S( 4) I = 22.121 
n = 98 
d.f. = 97 
d.f./2 In IS(4)1 = 1072.881 

Total of: d.f./2 In lSI = 1,764.359 (= TOTAL) 

Determinant of [W] 
In I [W] I 
Total D.F. 
In D.E. 

= I[W] I = 30,155,830,000 
= 24.1296 

N = 169 
= 5.13 



APPENDIX 10 (Continued) 

Box test: 

M = (N/2)(ln I[W]I) + Sum of (p/2)(d.f.)(ln d.f.) -
TOTAL - (p/2)N(ln N) 

M = 29.5222 Where M is distributed approximately 
as (Chi-Square/(l-D» with f = 
(pj2)(p+l)(k-l) d.f. 

Chi-Square = 26.56 with 18 d.f. 

Probability of 26.56 = .10 (two tailed) 
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APPENDIX 11: DETAILS OF BOTELLING'S T-SQUARED STATISTIC 
FOR B2 

(nl)(n2)(nl+n2-2) 
T-squared = -----------------[D], [W(-I)] [D] 

(nl+n2) 

where: nl = 35 students = sample size of group 1 
(do intend) 

n2 = 8 students = sample size of group 2 
(do not intend) 

[D] = the column vector of differences in means 

[
-0.76857 - -0.0875J [-0.681 J = 5.2 - 5.95 = -0.75 
3.10857 - 4.075 -0.966 

[D]' = the row vector of differences in means 
[W(-I)] = inverse of matrix [W] 
[W] = sum of matrices [CSSCPl] + [CSSCP2] 

[CSSCPl] = the matrix of corrected sums of 
squares and cross products of the 
three variables for group 1 

[CSSCP2] = the matrix of corrected sums of 
squares and cross products of the 
three variables for group 2 

[ 421. 6154 -77.99 -59.7294 

J 
[CSSCPl] = 939.22 58.04 

330.4674 

[ 67.72875 -22.495 2.6425J 
[CSSCP2] = 130.26 -26.93 

46.835 
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APPENDIX 11 (Continued) 

[ 489.3442 -100.485 -57.0869 ] 
[ W] = 1069.48 31.11 

377.3024 

= [ 
2.1182 0.1915 0.3048 ] 1 

[W(-I)] 0.9544 -0.4991 x----
2.7006 1000 

Calculated T-squared statistic = 1.219 



APPENDIX 11 (Continued) 

CONVERSION OF T-SQUARED TO F-STATISTIC 

(n1 + n2 - p - 1) 
----------------- (T-squared) = F 

(n1 + n2 - 2)p 

-where F has p and (n1 + n2 - p - 1) 
degrees of freedom 

(35 + 8 -3 -1) 
-------------- (1.219) = 0.3865 = F 

(35 + 8 -2)3 

with 3 and (35 + 8 - 3 - 1) =39 degree of freedom 

Probability of F = 0.50 (two-tailed) 
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APPENDIX 12: DISCUSSION OF ASSUMPTIONS FOR H2 

Assumption (1) requires randomness of the 

subjects. There is no reason known why the subjects who 

responded to the questionnaires would not be considered to 

be random for the purpose of this assumption. 

For assumption (2), no reason is known why the 

samples would not be considered to be independent. 

Assumption (3) requires that the samples be drawn 

from populations that are multivariate normal. The 

distribution of the underlying population is not known. 

However, Tatsuoka [1971b, p. 51] indicates that "minor 

violations of these assumptions (normality and homogeneity 

of variances) do not drastically invalidate the results." 

Support for this assertion was found by Rizzi [1984] in 

his study of the robustness of the T-squared statistic 

using 10 different bivariate populations. Rizzi concludes 

that "The test is rather robust when the distributions 

vary" [po 119]. 
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APPENDIX 12 (Continued) 

Assumption (4) requires that the samples be drawn 

from populations that have equal variances. Tatsuoka 

[1971b] (quoted above) indicates that the test is fairly 

robust for inequalities of variance. Johnson and Wichern 

[1988, p. 222] indicate that the common population 

variance can be estimated by pooling the sample covariance 

matrices. For the pooling technique to be most accurate, 

the sample variances should not be too dissimilar. A Box 

test [Pearson and Hartley, 1972, p. 107] was calculated to 

estimate the probability that the sample dispersion 

matrices are similar (see following). The result of this 

test is a Chi-Square of 0.729 with 6 degrees of freedom, 

which has a two-tailed probability of approximately .01. 

This result indicates that the dispersion matrices are not 

very similar. 

Tabachnick and Fidell [1983, p. 233] state that 

"If sample sizes are unequal and Box's M test leads to 

rejection, at p < .001, of the assumption of homogeneity 

of variance-covariance matrices, then robustness (of 

Hotelling's T-squared test) is not guaranteed." In this 

case, since the Box test has a probability of .01, the 

cornmon variance can be estimated by pooling the sample 

dispersion matrices, and the results of the tests using 

this estimated cornmon variance should be interpretable. 
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APPENDIX 12 (Continued): MATRICES AND DETAILS OF TEST FOR 
EQUALITY OF VARIANCES FOR H2 

(Eor matrices see Appendix 11) 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Group 1 (Yes): 

I S( 1) I = 124,621,312 
In I S( 1) I = 18.64079 
n -- 35 
d.f. = 34 
d.f./2 In IS (1) I = 316.893 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Group 2 (No): 

I S(2) I = 342,671.4132 
In I S(2) I = 12.7445 
n = 8 
d.f. = 7 
d. f./2 In I S(2) I = 44.6058 

Total of: d.f./2 In lSI = 361.4988 (= TOTAL) 

Determinant of [W] 
In I [W] I 
N 

= I[W] I = 190,046,858.9 
= 19.06278 
= 43 

Total D.E. 
In D.E. 

= 41 
= 3.7136 

Box test: 

M _. (N/2)(ln I[W]I) + Sum of (p/2)(d.f.)(ln d.f.) 
TOTAL - (p/2)N(ln N) 

M = 1.18 Where M is distributed approximately 
as (Chi-Square/(l-D» with f = 
(p/2)(p+1)(k-1) d.f. 

Chi-Square = 0.729 with 6 d.f. 

Probability of 0.729 = .01 (two tailed) 



APPENDIX 13: DETAILS OF HOTELLING'S T-SQUARED STATISTIC 
FOR H2 TEST FOR PROJECTION OF VALUES 

where: 

(n1)(n2)(n1+n2-2) 
T-squared = -----------------[D]' [W(-l)] [D] 

(n1+n2) 

n1 = 94 ratings forms = sample size of group 
(do intend) 

n2 = 18 ratings forms = sample size of group 
(do not intend) 

1 

2 

[D] = the column vector of differences in means 

[
-0.85106 -

= 6.60638-
3.2766 -

0.25 ] [-1.101 ] 
7.75 = -1.156 
3.125 0.152 

[D]' = the row vector of differences in means 
[W(-l)] = inverse of matrix [W] 
[W] = sum of matrices [CSSCP1] + [CSSCP2] 

[CSSCP1] = the matrix of corrected sums of 
squares and cross products of the 
three variables for group 1 

[CSSCP2] = the matrix of corrected sums of 
squares and cross products of the 
three variables for group 2 

1544 
[ CSSCP1] 

286 
[CSSCP2] 

1830 
[ W] 

[W(-l)] = 
[ .597737 

-1104 
5933 

97 
1572 

-1007 
7505 

-487 ] 
2004 
2512 

-25 ] 
208 
254 

-512 ] 
2212 
2766 

.062269 

.180823 
.060847 ] 

-.13308 
.479221 

Calculated T-squared statistic = 2.8707 
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APPENDIX 13 (Continued): CONVERSION OF T-SQUARED TO 
F-STATISTIC 

(nl + n2 - p - 1) 
----------------- (T-squared) = F 

(nl + n2 - 2)p 

where F has p and (nl + n2 - p - 1) degrees of freedom 

(94 + 16 - 3 - 1) 
(2.8707) = 0.939 = F 

(94 + 16 - 2) 

where F has p and (nl + n2 - p - 1) d.f. 

or 3 and (94 + 16 - 3 - 1) or 106 d.f. 

Probability of F = .60 (approximately) two tailed 
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APPENDIX 14: DETAILS OF HOTELLING'S T-SQUARED STATISTIC 
FOR H2 TEST FOR EFFECTS OF INTERVIEWING 

where: 

(n1)(n2)(n1+n2-2) 
T-squared = -----------------[D]' [W(-l)] [D) 

(n1+n2) 

n1'::: 41 ratings forms = sample size of group 
(did not interview) 

n2 = 69 ratings forms = sample size of group 
(did interview) 

1 

2 

[D] = the column vector of differences in means 

[ .46341 - -1. 37681 ] [ .9134 ] 
= 7.0 - 6.63768 = .36232 

2.90244 - 3.46372 -.56133 

[D]' = the row vector of differences in means 
[W(-l)] = inverse of matrix [W] 
[W] = sum of matrices [CSSCP1] + [CSSCP2] 

[CSSCP1] = the matrix of corrected sums of 
squares and cross products of the 
three variables for group 1 

[CSSCP2] = the matrix of corrected sums of 
squares and cross products of the 
three variables for group 2 

[ 481 -202 -98 ] 
[CSSCP1] = 3305 851 

901 

[ 1349 -805 -414 ] 
[CSSCP2] = 4200 1361 

1865 

[ 1830 -1007 -512 ] [ W] = 7505 2212 
2766 

= [ .597737 .062269 .060847 ] [W(-l)] .180823 -.13308 
.479221 

Calculated T-squared statistic = 1. 74136 
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APPENDIX 14 (Continued): CONVERSION OF T-SQUARED TO 
F-STATISTIC 

(n1 + n2 - p - 1) 
----------------- (T-squared) = F 

(n1 + n2 - 2)p 

where F has p and (n1 + n2 - p - 1) degrees of freedom 

(41 + 69 - 3 - 1) 
----------------- (1.74136) = 0.5697 = F 

(41 + 69 - 2)3 

where F has p and (n1 + n2 - p - 1) d.f. 

or 3 and (41 + 69 - 3 - 1) or 106 d.f. 

Probability of F = .50 (approximately) two tailed 
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APPENDIX 15: SUMMARY OF HOTELLING'S T-SQUARED FOR H3 

(n1)(n2)(n1+n2-2) 

where: 

T-squared = -----------------[D]' [W(-l)] [D] 
(n1+n2) 

n1 = 31 forms = sample size of group 1 
(no offers) 

n2 = 38 forms = sample size of group 2 (offers) 

[D] = the column vector of differences in means 

~ -2.35484 - -0.57895 ~ ~ -1. 77589 
= 5.67742 - 7.42105 = -1. 74363 

5.03226 - 2.18421 2.84805 

[D]' = the row vector of differences in means 
[W(-l)] = inverse of matrix [W] 
[W] = sum of matrices [CSSCP1] + [CSSCP2] 

[CSSCP1] = the matrix of corrected sums of 
squares and cross products of the 
three variables for group 1 

[CSSCP2] = the matrix of corrected sums of 
squares and cross products of the 
three variables for group 2 

~ 571. 097 -114.548 91. 355 ~ [CSSCP1 ] = 506.774 -16.677 
268.968 

~ 593.263 -112.737 -89.947 ~ [CSSCP2] = 601. 263 -123.947 
629.711 

~ 1164.360 -227.285 1.407 ~ [ W] = 1108.037 -140.625 
898.678 

0.89535 0.18720 

~ 

1 
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[W(-l)] = ~ 0.95992 
0.02789 ~ 
0.14992 x----
1.13616 1000 

Calculate T-squared = 16.4099 

Calculated F = 5.307 with 3 and 65 degrees of freedom 

Probability of F = .006 (two tailed) 
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APPENDIX 16: DISCUSSION OF ASSUMPTIONS FOR H3 

Assumption (l) requires randomness of the 

subjects. The subjects were not selected randomly but no 

biases are known why these subjects would not be 

considered to be random for the purposes of this test. 

Assumption (2) requires that the subjects be 

independent. Subjects completed the questionnaires 

independently. No reason is known why the subjects would 

not be independent for the purpose of this test. 

Assumption (3) requires multivariate normality 

unless the total sample size is "large." The total sample 

size of 69 for this test may be large enough to be 

considered "large," but Hotelling's test has been 

demonstrated to be fairly robust for this assumption 

[Tatsuoka, 1971b and Rizzi, 1984]. 

Assumption (4) requires a common dispersion matrix 

for the populations. This common dispersion matrix can be 

estimated by pooling the sample matrices. This pooling 

procedure was used as a Box test for equality of variances 

[Pearson and Hartley, 1972, p. 107] indicates that the 

dispersion matrices are not significantly different (see 

details following). 
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APPENDIX 16 (Continued): MATRICES AND DETAILS OF TEST FOR 
EQUALITY OF VARIANCES FOR H3 

(For matrices see Appendix 15) 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for No offers: 

IS (1) I = 70,275,543.86 
In I S( 1) I = 18.068 
n = 31 
d.f. = 30 
d.f./2 In 18 (1) I = 271. 019 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Offers: 

I S(2) I = 200,126,539.7 
In IS (2) I = 19.114 
n = 38 
d.f. = 37 
d.f./2 In 18(2) I = 353.618 

Total of: d.f./2 In lSI = 624.637 (= TOTAL) 

Determinant of [W] 
In I [W] I 
N 

Box test: 

Total D.F. 
In D.F. 

= I[W]I = 1,090,070,724 
= 20.8095 
= 69 
= 67 
= 4.205 

M = (N/2)(ln I[W]I) + Sum of (p/2)(d.f.)(ln d.f.) -
TOTAL - (p/2)N(ln N) 

M = 3.3377 Where M is distributed approximately as 
(Chi-Square/(1-D» with f = 
(p/2)(p+1)(k-1) d.f. 

Chi-Square = 2.946 with 6 d.f. 

Probability of 2.946 = .40 (two tailed) 



APPENDIX 17: TEST FOR EFFECT OF INTERVIEWING FOR H3 

(n1)(n2)(n1+n2-2) 
T-squared = -----------------[D]'[W(-l)][D] 

(n1+n2) 

where: n1 = 54 forms = sample size of group 1 
(no offers) 

n2 = 38 forms = sample size of group 2 (offers) 

[D] = the column vector of differences in means 

[
-0.75926 - -0.57895 ] [-0.18031 ] 

= 6.20370 - 7.42105 = -1.21735 
3.75926 - 2.18421 1.57505 

[D]' = the row vector of differences in means 
[W(-l)] = inverse of matrix [W] 
[WI = the sum of matrices [CSSCP1] + [CSSCP2] 

[CSSCP1] = the matrix of corrected sums of 
squares and cross products of the 
three variables for group 1 

[CSSCP2] = the matrix of corrected sums of 
squares and cross products of the 
three variables for group 2 

[1027.870 -370.648 -158.870 ] [CSSCP1] = 1430.759 -17.352 
715.870 

[ 593.263 -112.737 -89.947 ] [CSSCP2] = 601. 263 -123.947 
629.711 

[1621.133 -483.385 -248.818 ] [ W] = 2032.022 -141.299 
1345.581 

0.17463 0.14618 1 
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[W(-l)] = 
[ 0.69136 

0.53985 0.08898 ] x----
0.77977 1000 

Calculated T-squared = 4.8354 

Calculated F = 1.576 with 3 and 88 degrees of freedom 

Probability of F = .50 approximately (two tailed) 



APPENDIX 18: DISCUSSION OF ASSUMPTIONS FOR 83 TEST 2 

As discussed in Appendix 16, assumptions (1) and 

(2) should be reasonable. 
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The total sample size is 92 and so should be 

"large" enough to satisfy Assumption (3) for multivariate 

normality. 

A Box test [Pearson and Hartley, 1972, p. 107] was 

calculated that indicates that the dispersion matrices are 

not significantly different, as required by assumption (4) 

(see details following). 



APPENDIX 18 (Continued): TEST FOR EQUALITY OF VARIANCES 
FOR H3 TEST FOR INTERVIEWING 

(For matrices see Appendix 15) 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for No offers: 

I S( 1) I = 915,971,847 
In I S( 1) I = 20.63 
n = 54 
d.f. = 53 
d.f./2 In I S( 1) I = 546.841 

Determinant of matrix of CSSCP for Offers: 

I S(2) I = 200,126.539.7 
ln I S(2) I = 19.114 
n = 38 
d.f. = 37 
d.f./2 In I S(2) I = 353.618 

Total of: d.f./2 In lSI = 900.459 (= TOTAL) 

Determinant of [W] 
In I [W] I 
N 

Box test: 

Total D.F. 
In D.F. 

= I[W]I = 3,926,016,742 
= 22.091 
= 92 
= 90 
= 4.4998 

M = (N/2)(ln I[W]I) + Sum of (p/2)(d.f.)(ln d.f.) 
TOTAL - (p/2)N(ln N) 

M = 2.181 Where M is distributed approximately as 
(Chi-Square/(l-D» with f = 
(p/2)(p+1)(k-1) d.f. 

Chi-Square = 1.985 with 6 d.f. 

Probability of 1.985 = .15 (two tailed) 
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